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local cloud
gets hyperscaled

"T

here is no cloud, it’s just someone
else’s computer.” I saw that on
a meme recently, along with a
picture of a sad-faced little cartoon cloud, and
thought I should share it. The reason is that
the sentiment of that meme has particular
resonance for this edition of The Margin.
we’ve covered the cloud and its implications
for the channel in previous forms and in
previous editions of The Margin. Obviously,
there’s good reason for its coverage, as cloud
computing enables such a monumental
shift in business, especially for the channel.
However, in this edition, we delve into the
impact of hyperscale cloud, looking at the
different players in the ecosystem, to try to
determine the opportunities and models. It’s a
topic that’s been mapped out on The Margin’s
office whiteboard for some time, and finally,
we’ve committed it to print. But the timing
for covering this now is intentional. we know
that microsoft will be launching its Azure
datacentre regions in the country before the
end of the year. And with microsoft laying the
groundwork, we can expect other hyperscale
players, such as AwS, google and perhaps
even Alibaba, to start landing computing
equipment locally.

But what does it mean for existing
local datacentre operators, resellers and
distributors?
The clue to the level of impact is literally
in the name: ‘hyper’scale. In fact, it’s both
a huge disruptor and presents significant
opportunities for the channel. The topic, along
with the various implications, is well covered
in this edition’s In focus section. I hope you
find it as interesting to read as we did putting
it together.
In this edition, you’ll also find stories
around the changing wifi landscape, the
local market for drones, and our roundtable
discusses the reality of the Internet of Things
in South Africa.
There’s also an interesting piece around
vendor financing. The topic made headlines
with the gupta’s sale of its media assets,
Ann7 and The New Age, to Jimmy manyi.
But, away from the scandals and in the
channel context, this is an avenue to help
resellers and end-clients transform technology
environments with cashflow assistance.
And who doesn’t want to look at alternative
funding options?
The last story I’d like to bring to your attention
is the profile of Silulo Ulutho Technologies, and

its founders, the rani brothers. It’s an inspiring
tale of a local channel success story, and one
that’s continuing to grow.
I hope you find the stories in this edition
both interesting and thought-provoking.
Happy reading.

Adrian hinchcliffe
editor
adrian@itweb.co.za
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Booth’s
bulletpoint bulletin

Market watch

ICT industry consultant Paul Booth keeps you abreast of the notable deals and
developments in the local and international tech space.

Compiled by Paul Booth, Simon Foulds and Adrian Hinchcliffe

International deals

• Accenture bought hardware engineering firm Mindtribe; designaffairs,
a strategic design consultancy; smart embedded software company
Pillar Technology; Kogentix, a company providing big data and AI
services and solutions; and bought AI technology from Real Time
Analytics Platform Inc. Accenture also invested in Ripjar, a data
intelligence company; and made a strategic partnership with Malong
Technologies, a China-headquartered AI startup.
• Adobe paid $4.75 billion for Marketo, a marketing automation firm.
• Apple bought Akonia Holographics, a manufacturer of displays for
augmented reality glasses.
• Arm has sold its majority interest in its Chinese semiconductor design
unit to Chinese investors, in a worth $775.2 million, that sees the creation
of a joint venture.
• Atlassian acquired OpsGenie, which enables companies to better plan for
and respond to IT service disruptions, for $295 million.
• Autodesk acquired Assemble Systems, a provider of a SaaS solution for
construction professionals.
• Broadcom bought CA Technologies for $18.9 billion.
• Cisco purchased Duo, a cyber-security group, for $2.35 billion; and July
Systems, which makes location-based software.
• Cognizant has strengthened its Salesforce.com focus by acquiring
Advanced Technology Group, a provider of customer and revenue
management consulting and implementation services; and SaaSfocus, a
consulting firm specialising in digital transformation.
• Sweden's EQT Partners bought UK-based Micro Focus's open source
enterprise software SUSE business for $2.54 billion.
• Ericsson acquired CENX, boosting its operations support systems
portfolio with vendor-agnostic service assurance and closed-loop
automation capability.
• F-Secure bought UK-based MWR InfoSecurity for £80 million, to widen
its range of cyber-security services.
• Fortinet purchased Bradford Networks, further enhancing the Fortinet
Security Fabric by converging access control and IoT security solutions.
• HP bought Apogee, a printing company, for $500 million.
• IBM acquired Armanta, an analytics software company focused on
regulations for financial institutions.
• Infosys purchased Fluido, a Salesforce.com consulting partner in the Nordics.
• Intel acquired NetSpeed Systems, which provides interconnect fabric
technology and design tools for system on a chip (SoC); eASIC, a small
chipmaker that will help further Intel to diversify away from CPUs; and
Vertex.ai, a startup developing a platform-agnostic AI model suite
• NetApp has acquired StackPointCloud, a developer of multi-cloud
Kubernetes as a Service.
• Microsoft bought Lobe, a startup that simplifies training and deploying
AI models; Flipgrid, an education startup that lets students record and
share videos on specific topics with their classmates; and AI startup
Bonsai. Microsoft also bought five games studios, including Ninja Theory,
Undead Labs and UK-based Playground Games.
• Mimecast acquired Solebit, a security software developer, for $88
million; and cyber-security training startup Ataata.
• Nutanix bought Mainframe2, a leader in cloud-based Windows desktop
and application delivery.
• Salesforce.com bought Datorama, an Israeli cloud-based AI and
marketing platform.
• Slack Technologies purchased Atlassian's chat-platform business: Stride
and Hipchat Cloud.
• Software AG purchased TrendMiner, which offers a self-service analytics
platform for time-series-based data.
• In a deal worth $500 million, VMware acquired startup CloudHealth
Technologies, a software platform that lets companies juggle different
public cloud vendors. VMware also acquired Dell EMC's Service
Assurance Suite.
• Wipro bought US-based Alight Solutions' India operations for
$117 million.

International developments

• Acer will spin off its business unit responsible for developing PC
peripherals specifically used in gaming as a wholly owned subsidiary.
• Alibaba plans to set up a new semiconductor company to focus on
customised AI chips and embedded processors.
• Apple and Samsung Electronics have settled a seven-year patent dispute
over Apple's allegations that Samsung violated its patents by ‘slavishly’
copying the design of the iPhone.
• The European Union has hit Google with a record anti-trust fine of $5.06
billion regarding its Android mobile operating system.
• The EU has handed down a total fine of EUR111.2 million to Philips,
Pioneer, Asus and Denon & Marantz for fixing online resale prices.
• Qualcomm plans to scrap its $44 billion purchase of Dutch chipmaker
NXP after failing to secure approval in China, making the deal one of the
most prominent victims of spiralling US-China trade tension.

Local deals

• Altron acquired iS Partners for R225 million, and includes iS subsidiaries,
Karabina Solutions and Zetta Business Solutions.
• Ayo Technology Solutions purchased 55% of Zaloserve, which in turn
owns 100% of Sizwe Africa IT, in a deal worth R165 million.
• Datatec's Logicalis acquired South African-based Clarotech, an IP
telephony cloud and managed services business.
• Dimension Data acquired a majority stake in e2y, a digital commerce consultancy.
• HeroTel acquired: Radioactive Telecommunications, a Hoedspruitbased WISP focused on the Lowveld community in Limpopo province;
Kosh Communication Services, a North-West WISP; and VTN
Communications, a national provider of VoIP and PABX Systems.
• Naspers made an additional investment in Takealot, and now owns an
effective 96% of the business.
* Networks Unlimited has announced a 53% broad-based black economic
empowerment deal with The Love Trust, a Johannesburg-based nonprofit organisation.
• Remgro-backed Community Investment Ventures Holdings has acquired
34.9% of fibre-to-the-home pioneer Vumatel.
• Vodacom Group and YeboYethu have completed their R16.4 billion BEE
transaction, the biggest transformation deal in the ICT sector to date.

Africa developments

• The South Atlantic Cable System, built by Angola Cables, has gone live,
directly connecting South America to Sub Saharan Africa.
• System integrator and security specialist NEC XON will establish three
new cyber-defence operations centres: one in Nigeria, another in Senegal
and a third in Mauritius, in addition to existing facilities in South Africa.

Local developments

• Altron is to dispose of Altech UEC, as it looks to conclude the sale of noncore assets.
• Arcserve, a data backup and availability company, has opened a branch
in Johannesburg to serve the Southern Africa region.
• Avanti Communications Group, a satellite data operator providing KaBand services, has opened operations in South Africa.
• China Unicom has formally entered the African telecoms space and set
up operations in South Africa.
• EOH and Lebashe have entered into a landmark BEE transaction, making
EOH one of the largest, majority black-owned technology companies in
Africa.
• Euphoria Telecom's Seraphere is set to become what it believes to be the
first South African white-label carrier-agnostic cloud PBX platform.
• Transnet is in the process of transitioning all of its ICT services in-house,
bringing an end to an eight-year contract with T-Systems, which is
restructuring its business operations in South Africa.
• WEF will establish an Industry 4.0 centre in South Africa.
Q3 2018 |
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Figuring it out

A roundup of the latest industry forecasts, statistics, trends and predictions.
Compiled by pAUl BOOTH, SImOn fOUldS And AdrIAn HInCHClIffe

What’s up?

IT spending in South Africa will total

What’s down?

R276.6 billion in 2018,
a 4.3% increase from 2017, according to gartner.
The worldwide public cloud services
market is projected to grow
2019 to total

17.3% in

$206.2 billion, up from
$175.8 billion in 2018, says gartner.

IdC forecasts that
global spending
on cognitive and
artificial intelligence
systems will reach

$77.6 billion in

2022, more than three times

$24 billion

the
forecast for 2018.

The worldwide wearables
market is forecast to ship

122.6 million

units in 2018 and reach

190.4 million

units in 2022, up from the

115.4 million
units shipped in 2017,
according to IdC.

worldwide sales of semiconductors reached

$117.9 billion during Q2 2018, up 20.5%
year on year, according to the Semiconductor
Industry Association.

worldwide spending on
information security
products and services will
reach more than

Total capacity shipments in
the worldwide enterprise
storage systems market

7.7%

tablets, declined
year
on year in Q2 18, according
to IdC.

According to gartner, the emerging technologies that have the
potential to be the most disruptive over the next five years are:

1. Autonomous things
2. Augmented analytics
3. AI-driven development
4. digital twin
5. empowered edge
6. Immersive experience
7. Blockchain
8. privacy and ethics

says IdC.

$124 billion.

10. Quantum computing

Blockchain business
value is projected to
increase from

worldwide spending
on robotics and drones
solutions will reach

$2.5 billion in
2017 to $2 trillion

in 2030, according to IHS
markit.
| Q3 2018

33.7%

down
year on year
in Q2 2018, says IdC.

Gartner lists top trends for 2019

from last year, according
to gartner. In 2019, the
market is forecast to
grow 8.7% to

worldwide shipments of
virtual reality headsets were

What else?

were up 70.7% year on
year in Q2 2018 to

1 118 exabytes,

8

$114 billion in 2018,
an increase of 12.4%

The MEA personal computing
devices market, which
is made up of desktops,
notebooks, workstations and

9. Smart spaces

$201.3 billion in

despite 95% of CIOs expecting cyber threats
to increase over the next three years, only

$95.9 billion in

cyber security expert, according to gartner.

2022, up from an expected

2018, according to IdC.

65% of their organisations currently have a

Column

A Goldstuck

Now you see them, now they’re toast.

I

n a corner of my home office, I have a pile
of devices that were cutting-edge in their
day, but now baffle the kids, or at least
their friends. They include an Apple iPod, an
HP iPAQ personal digital assistant, highcapacity external hard drives, an external CD
drive, piles of blank CDs, and a TomTom car
navigation device.
And we’re only talking about devices
from the 21st century. In the last decades
of the 20th, you could barely move in an
electronics store for the piles of laser printers,
fax-scanner combos, cordless phones, and
compact digital cameras in very uncompact
boxes.
As categories, all of these were going to
change the world, and some brands did briefly
catch alight in the channel.
The fact that many of these were core
products in consumers’ lives not so long ago
should give the channel pause to consider a
crucial strategic question: which technologies
that consumers take for granted today will
have vanished in the next 10 years?
One of them is already on the chopping
block. When ITWeb reported at the beginning
of August that Altron was selling its Altech
UEC division, it was ostensibly because the
holding company was moving away from
manufacturing to become ‘a fully-fledged
ICT services provider’. However, CEO Mteto
Nyati also revealed the Achilles’ heel of the
business: “Our set-top box business was
largely only selling to MultiChoice, just one
customer.”

Now that sole customer is suddenly under
pressure as the top-end of MultiChoice’s DStv
subscriber base begins migrating to streaming
video-on-demand services. More specifically,
the first few hundred thousand subscribers to
Netflix in South Africa have largely been at the
expense of DStv’s premium customer base.
The pay-TV giant still has a massive user
base, with more than five million set-top boxes
deployed in South Africa. The question is,

Competitors like Kwesé Play and Cell C Black
have demonstrated that it’s not too difficult to
make devices equivalent to Apple TV, that take
up almost zero space alongside the TV set.
All of these boxes, in turn, will also eventually
vanish into an app on the TV.
The other cumbersome piece of equipment
that still tends to baffle its users a few
decades later, the remote control that looks
like a mini computer, will also join the dusty
doodah dump. Apple TV and
Amazon’s Fire Stick in particular
show that, if one has the right
interface built into the device, the
control unit can be stripped down
to the most minimalist design
imaginable. Both now have voice
control, which also points to a future
where one will simply talk to the TV.
When 5G arrives with speeds
that now sound insanely high, and
connectivity becomes faster, more
cost-effective and more pervasive,
we can expect storage devices to
become less important. USB flash
drives may well be toast. Ethernet cables will
vanish from the home and small business.
Talking of which, cables themselves will
be seen as a form of over-packaging. Just as
excessive plastic wrapping is today seen as
environmentally damaging, excessive cabling
will be regarded by many as a symbol of
supplier cluelessness.
But don’t unplug yet. First wait for the big
manufacturers to stop making those cables.

When 5G arrives with speeds
that now sound insanely high,
and connectivity becomes
faster, more cost-effective
and more pervasive, we can
expect storage devices to
become less important.
though, how many of these boxes will move
from the TV cabinet to the dusty corner where
obsolete technologies go.
MultiChoice has already started reinventing
itself with the creation of the Showmax
streaming service that viewers can get as
part of DStv or subscribe to as a standalone service. The next step will be for the
organisation to migrate from the cumbersome
set-top boxes of the kind made by Altech UEC.

Arthur Goldstuck is the founder of World Wide Worx and editor-in-chief of gadget.co.za.
F o l l o w h i m o n Tw i t t e r @ a r t 2 g e e a n d o n Yo uTu b e .
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Analysis

SITA’s channel
shakedown
The State IT Agency is attempting a radical overhaul of its supply chain to get better value
and help grow SMEs. But this comes at the expense of larger, established channel players.
by Adrian Hinchcliffe
Photography 123RF

G

overnment is the largest buyer of
IT equipment in the country. In the
financial year 2017/18, spend across
the three tiers of government was estimated
by BMIT to be R22.88 billion.
However, the State IT Agency (SITA) plans
to change where that money goes, using it to
transform the SME economy, and hopefully
give government more bang for its buck. These
plans are likely to cause ructions in the channel.
Mandated to procure IT equipment and
services, SITA has long been an organisation
of contention for both government CIOs
and channel players. Its history is littered
with tender cancellations, leadership
instability, service delivery delays, operational
inefficiencies, and corruption.
However, as Craig Brunsden, MD of Axiz,
says of this latest initiative: “SITA looks to be
innovating, trying to define what its value
proposition is and doing something about its
current predicament. This is the first time it’s

10
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made any major moves like this in a long time.”
Axiz, along with other distributors, met
with SITA in late 2017, and was told of the
agency’s intentions. SITA has outlined a set
of guidelines, but within those, it seems to be
open to working out the best way forward in
consultation with industry. “SITA has been clear
that it wants to increase SME participation in
government procurement, rather than going
to the big distributors, systems integrators or
resellers, and it has asked distributors to play
a role in the development of the SME channel,”
Brunsden says.

Channel transformation

To understand what the plan involves, we
need to unpack the challenges SITA is trying
to address.
The government-backed drive to grow
entrepreneurship and SMEs, and improve
black economic transformation is the first
identified issue. Stera Senti, executive: Multi
Stakeholder Projects at SITA, says that
government has long been in a situation
where it has paid a premium for vendors’
transformation. “Vendors would tell us that

SME resellers are the transformation element
of their chain. But the price we pay would be
the market rate plus prime, so transformation
is happening at government’s cost,” he says.
Clinton Jacobs, senior IT analyst at BMIT,
says: “Margin is all good and well when you’re
adding value. But if you’re just another step
in the box drop chain and still adding margin
without adding value, why should SITA be
paying for that?”
The second challenge was resellers advising
the CIOs of public sector entities, and jointly
developing a specific requirement for a
project. That specification would then feature
as part of the project's tender process and
skew the decision in favour of the reseller.
“The tender process must be open,
transparent and competitive,” says Senti. “You
can't have someone selling something and
also acting as an adviser; there's no objectivity
to their advice. It's a conflict of interest and
anticompetitive.”
The final issue is that different departments
and entities within government were being
subjected to different terms and conditions,
and different pricing, for the same item. “It’s

The model positions SITA as procuring directly
from vendors, and empowers an army of SME
players to help fill the gaps left by abandoning
the ‘traditional’ channel.
Brunsden says: “If a software vendor
works directly with SITA, which is one option,
then that vendor’s whole channel gets
disintermediated. The way SITA spelt it out is
that distributors were purely a procurement
aggregator, and not a services provider.
What SITA is doing is splitting the definition
between the procurement of goods and the
services around them.”

Empowering SMEs

the same vendor, the same government and
the same product,” he adds.

A new beginning

One of SITA’s own challenges is that
government departments have often taken
their own paths, bypassing the agency,
dealing directly with vendors. Senti says: “We
realised we had to present government as a
single procurer, irrespective of the transaction
points. After all, there's only one fiscus.
“We’ve consolidated so that government
interacts with a vendor as a single procurer,
with a single price point, and gains from
economies of scale. Any instance where a
cheaper price is being offered to a single
entity within government, it becomes the
default price for all of government.”
SITA’s plan is to disrupt its current channel
by working directly with its top 25 vendors
(based on size of install base, expenditure
and strategic value). The agency already has
framework agreements in place, Senti says,
with its top 10 vendors, namely Cisco, Micro
Focus, Microsoft, EMC, CA Technologies,
Software AG, ESRI, IBM, Oracle and SAP.
It’s understood that SITA has also
developed a new distribution model, and is
implementing this with both Cisco and Micro
Focus, although it’s still very much early days.

does caution that SITA has to think tactically
about what tasks to give to the SMEs,
ensuring skills match the requirements.
The skills issue is also of concern for
Brunsden. “Established systems integrators
have years of skills to retain and employ. It
costs money to maintain those skill levels, and
the finance to pay these people when there's
no work. An SME startup can't afford to do
that. Also, when there’s a lack of particular
skills in the market you can develop skills to fill
the gaps, but where you duplicate what exists
elsewhere, it becomes a problem.”
Jacobs also sounds a word of caution to
ensure citizens don’t suffer as a result of the
channel transformation. “SITA certainly has a
responsibility to uplift the IT ecosystem and
give SMEs an opportunity, as long as it’s not at
the expense of service delivery.”
As much as the move is about empowering
SMEs and getting better value, it’s also a power
play that sees SITA imposing its will on vendors
and government departments. Unfortunately,
for the channel, it looks like established larger
resellers will be the hardest hit.

So how will vendors and the SMEs fit together
in this approach? “We’ve given all of the
identified vendors a template of how SME
opportunities, training and so on should look.
This is a chance to refresh our partners, once
we've produced a cohort of capable SMEs,”
says Senti.
In addition to the SMEs registered in its
own enterprise and supplier development
programme, SITA will work with the vendors to
identify potential SME partners. “We'll
give the SMEs options and explain
the margins in each business model,”
says Senti.
The agency is proposing to work
with vendors to help train, accredit
and nurture SMEs to become
either distribution businesses or
maintenance and support business.
The Margin understands millenial
Craig Brunsden, Axiz
generation entrepreneurs are a key
target for this initiative.
Some traditional channel players can
Also, by centralising procurement, the idea
potentially still play a part, however, supporting
should, in theory, reduce the potential for
vendors that are essentially operating a local
corrupt activities, with SITA taking greater
sales office and have limited presence.
control. As Brunsden says: “Overall, the
“SITA’s engagement is with the vendor
industry spend will still be there.”
initially and once a high-level agreement is
The reality is, that although the same
reached, it can roll down into the channel,
budget is now going to different places
depending on the vendor's ability to execute,”
in the name of government-endorsed
Brunsden says.
transformation, the emphasis will be on SITA.
As an example, Micro Focus has enlisted
It needs to ensure that the initiatives it puts in
Axiz to assist with finding and training SME
place aren’t just shifting dodgy transformation
partners, assisting the SMEs with finance and
deals and irregular expenditure from one
providing mentorship and experience on big
group of resellers to its own-created group.
projects. “We have a procurement relationship
It also needs to ensure that it capacitates
contract with SITA, and an SME management
itself to deal with the increased workload it’s
agreement with the vendor, that the vendor
taking on from its own internal customers,
and ourselves co-fund, and we do a lot of
and can do so timeously. And, for the sake of
work on their behalf,” he says.
word count, we’ve not mentioned the usual
bureaucracy and slow payment issues that
Words of caution
arise for SMEs dealing with government.
BMIT's Jacobs says that on the face of it,
Brunsden concludes: “It's fair to say we're in
the plan to have smaller specialist service
the early stages of this whole picture. A lot of the
providers on the support side makes sense,
details are being fleshed out as it goes along.”
especially as new technologies, such as cloud,
The ambitions are admirable, let’s just hope
IoT and analytics, become more pervasive. He
this works out to meet those.

“What SITA is doing is
splitting the definition
between the procurement
of goods and the services
around them.”
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Tracking trends

The Margin’s channel survey provides annual benchmark research to provide clarity on the
status of the channel, and the trends and issues affecting it.

by mATTHew BUrBIdge And AdrIAn
HInCHClIffe
photography deVIn ArmSTrOng

Tech focus
71%

Cloud (SaaS, IaaS, PaaS)

S

outh Africa's channel players operate in
a highly competitive environment, and
have to deal with a depressed economic
climate, shrinking IT budgets, narrowing
margins, and a fast-evolving technology
landscape. However, contrary to what some
industry commentators would have you believe,
the channel is starting to shift its focus to
the cloud and all the new business opportunities
and pricing models that go with it.
This is one of the key findings from The
Margin's 2018 Channel Survey, which was
conducted online by The Margin magazine and
ITWeb, in association with Axiz, dell emC and
microsoft. The analytical research, based on
surveying approximately 400 leading IT channel
executives, provides a unique perspective
on how the local IT channel is dealing with
major global technology trends, and how the
successful companies are positioning themselves
for the future. designed to provide an annual
benchmark of the issues affecting the channel,
the first set of survey results was revealed at
a prestigious banquet held in Sandton.
The highlights were presented by Aki
Anastasiou. The evening included a panel
discussion with leading representatives
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61%

Security

38%

IoT
Networking

35%

Software / application development

34%
32%

Big data
virtualisation / software-defined X

31%

Devices
(mobile / productivity / gaming)

31%
27%

AI

20%

Hyperconverged infrastructure

19%

Blockchain
BPO / automation
AR / vR
BC / DR

13%
8%
7%

Survey

from across the channel: Brad pulford, channel and
distribution lead, dell emC; Craig Brunsden, md,
Axiz; Shaheen Vawda, chief of Staff – CrO, BCx; and
malcolm Stewart, gm: enterprise solutions, first
distribution. The evening was hosted by 5fm's ms
Cosmo, and rounded off with a dJ set from roger
goode.

Cloud is king

Are vendors’ programmes fully adjusted
to the dynamics of incentivising partners
to sell cloud?
A few are fully adjusted, most
have work to do

61%

Most are fully adjusted, a few
still have work to do

30%

No, they’re not adjusted
for cloud

5%

Yes, all are fully adjusted

5%

Biggest threat to the channel
South African market demand /
economic growth

46%

Slow and lengthy government /
regulatory bureaucracy

12%

International macroeconomic
factors, e.g. US / China trade war

12%
8%

Skills shortage

New disruptive technologies

6%

Forthcoming regulations /
legislation

6%

National crisis such as
loadshedding, drought, etc.
Disruption from new ‘digital’
players
Widescale security incidents
such as Wannacry, NotPetya
Meltdown / Spectre chipset
vulnerabilities

5%
3%
2%
0%

The survey found that some 71% of respondents said
cloud was the hottest tech trend, with its Software,
Infrastructure and platform as a Service models.
This was followed by security (61%), the Internet of
Things (38%), networking (35%), and software and
application development (34%).
Vendors have long been promoting cloud as an
approach to computing that the channel needs to
adopt and move end-clients to. However, the survey
found that the channel thinks vendors are yet to
fully take this transformation onboard themselves.
Although some vendors have adjusted their partner
programmes to accommodate the dynamics of
incentivising distributors and partners to sell cloud,
the majority (61%) of respondents think most still
have work to do.
The cloud also brings new pricing models: half the
respondents said they had 'to some extent' made the
shift from once-off purchase revenue models to a
recurring income stream, while 26% have not made
any move into this area.
Asked about their focus today compared to
that of five years hence, there was expected to be
a significant shift away from hardware, with 72%
saying it was a business focus today, but the figure
dropped to 53% in 2023. There was also an expected
tail-off in software focus, dropping from 81% today
to 74%. The one area where respondents expected
to increase their focus going forward was providing
services, moving from 83% today to 91% in five years.

Under pressure

while these are all positive signs, the majority of
respondents (54%) think that when it comes to
digital transformation, the channel is struggling to
find 'suitable business models'.
The survey also found that work needs to be
done in digitalising the front-end (sales, marketing,
customer experience), according to 49% of
respondents, while 37% said they needed to
concentrate on back-end processes, such as logistics
and accounting.

Harnessing the newer technologies

Asked about the impact of artificial intelligence and
blockchain on the channel over the next three to five
years, respondents identify them both as leading
to new models and opportunities. when contrasted
with the channel's ongoing struggle to find suitable
business models for digital transformation, it
remains to be seen if they’re going to harness the
newer, nascent technologies.
Q3 2018 |
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Survey

Diversity and transformation in the channel
Cumulative

33%

distributors
front-line

24%

34%
31%

24%

Vendors

31%

35%

32%

33%

29%

26%

20%

6%
7%

The wider channel
is doing its bit

We, as a company,
are doing our bit

It’s a broader issue
than the channel
can deal with

5% 5%

We, as a
company,
are not doing
enough

WINNeR
participants in the survey stood the chance to win a dell xpS 13 2-in-1

6%
7%

9%
3%

The wider channel
is not doing
enough

notebook, provided by Axiz and dell. The lucky winner, drawn at random at
the banquet, was Inge Botha, director, Techfusion (pictured here with Axiz’
Craig Brunsden).

when asked about the biggest threats to
the channel, almost half (46%) of respondents
said they were concerned about dwindling
demand for technology in the local market,
coupled with the country's dire economic
growth. This is borne out by longer refresh
cycles, as more companies stretch the lifespan
of their technology assets.
Channel players also said they were
concerned by intractable government
bureaucracy (12%), and a similar number said
they were concerned by international macroeconomic factors, such as the US beginning
to harden its trade policy, much of which has
yet to trickle down into the local market. eight
percent said they were concerned about skills.
Asked what they find most attractive when
looking for a new upstream or downstream
partner in the channel, the answer varied
depending on whom you ask. Vendors and
front-line resellers agree pricing is the top
trait, while distributors are most concerned
with vision and a tech roadmap when
considering working with a new vendor, and
market focus and client base (66%) and the
focus on the business model and innovation
(61%) came top when considering new reseller
partners. pricing (59%) was seen as less
important for distributors.

Untransformed

with regards to black empowerment and
transformation, it's a mixed picture, with
roughly a third of respondents saying they're
doing their bit, while another third said it was
a broader issue than the channel could deal
with on its own.
Some 24%, on the other hand, think the
channel is contributing to transformation.
Overall, only 6% admitted they weren't doing
enough, with a further 6% saying the wider
channel wasn't doing enough.
However, the panel participants
commented that the respondents expressed
'wishful thinking' rather than the real state
of Bee transformation in the channel, stating
that while there has been progress, a lot still
remains to be achieved.

To view a pdf with the top level results
of the survey, please visit
www.themargin.co.za/2018survey.pdf
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IBM Hyperconverged Systems
powered by Nutanix

Simplicity
Meets Performance
High-performance enterprise infrastructure & private cloud platform

Harness the power of analytics

Easily scale without limits

Eliminate expensive and complex SANs

Lower data center costs

Bring new workloads to deployments

For more information on IBM, please contact Joe Trauernicht on (011) 540 2640 or email joe@firstdistribution.co.za

technology

Stock
watch

products

Go

Category:

video camera

Brand:

Huddly

RRP:

Available on request

Distributor:

Skygroup: 011 463 0013

Date of availability: Now

Specifications
16MP HD video

Dynamic light optimisation
Ultra-wide angle lens
Digital pan-tilt-zoom
Software-upgradable
Desktop app
HD 720p 30fps output
Six element glass lens

uSPs

Go is a compact, ultra-wide-angle, software-defined collaboration
camera that improves over time with each upgrade to the embedded
Huddly vision software platform.
Go is USB3-powered and platform-agnostic, with a small form factor
that makes it GO perfect for multiple scenarios, including huddle rooms,
open collaborative environments and laptops.
The 16MP 2.3" CMOS sensor delivers immersive, crystal-clear HD video.
The wide-angle image is de-warped and perspective-corrected in realtime, rendering a natural, true-life view.
Huddly Go has no moving parts, making it compact and silent, as well as
more reliable and accurate. Instantly pan and tilt digitally with lossless
zoom up to three times.

engage 65 & 75
Category:

Telecommunications

Brand:

Jabra

RRP:

Available on request

Distributor:

Westcon-Comstor: 011 848 9000

Date of availability: Now

Specifications
Fast-charging

Touchscreen charge base
Skype for Business-certified
Multi-directional noise-cancelling
Wireless range between 100m and 150m
Intelligent volume control
Sound protection
Available with headset or convertible

uSPs

The Jabra Engage 65 and Engage 75 are ideal for a call-centric office.
Audio quality is enhanced and noise reduction is optimised.
Jabra Engage is engineered to be an entirely new class of DECT wireless
professional headset.
Being tailored to the financial sector, the product also includes
an opportunity for ‘instant pairing’, which is ideal for hot-desking
environments. This enables the user to instantly pair the headset with
the base when docking.
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What’s new
with WiFi?
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special

focus

If customers are complaining WiFi is
painful to deploy and unreliable to use,
they’re doing it wrong.
by James Francis
Photography 123RF

C

an you remember coax networks? These were cumbersome beasts,
requiring finicky cables and countless peripherals to make them
work. Why is the network down? Is it a faulty cable? A busted
t-piece? A dud terminator? Maybe someone’s network card isn’t working.
Then there were UTP cables, with their phone-esque jacks, which made
things a lot easier. That said, you still had to pull cables through ceilings
and ensure an endpoint for every device.
Then came WiFi. When a decision was made in the 1980s to release
unlicensed spectrum for short-distance communications, it opened the
door to wireless networks, with WiFi emerging as a standard in 1991.
At first, these were clumsy and, until a decade ago, WiFi wasn’t even
commonplace. Today, the majority of user devices can’t connect to a
network other than through an antenna.

WiFi is the new black

It has now reached the stage where WiFi is becoming the
norm among businesses, says Niel Malan, head of Cloud
Solutions at Jurumani Solutions.
“We’ve seen a trend towards a WiFi-first approach in
many organisations and in some cases, the guys are going
as extreme as WiFi only. They only deploy cables for fixed
assets such as printers. The major reason for that is the
progression of reliable access and good speeds. That access has gotten
to the point where it’s close enough to an approximation of a cable
connection in speed, reliability and performance.”
Ease of use isn’t the only factor – WiFi is actually capable of more
than a cable network could attempt. More on that later. First, there’s the
ongoing concern: yes, WiFi is great, but it also has a reputation for being
inconsistent.
Yet don’t blame this on the technology. Instead, maybe ask if enough
is being invested into the WiFi. The market has been flooded with WiFi
network devices, many cheap models aimed at small residential setups.
Businesses often buy a WiFi device based on the price and not its
features. But this is like buying a car with a small engine: with one person
and no load, that car will be nippy. Yet start adding some weight… WiFi is
the same. We routinely underestimate how many devices we connect to
an access point (AP).
“I normally tell people a simple thing: don’t buy the cheapest WiFi AP,”
says Henk Olivier, MD of Ozone Information Technology Solutions. “When
it comes to speed and such, entry-level APs don’t handle performance
well. I’ve tested it; for every computer you add, you take away 10% of
performance, and that’s conservative. It depends on the application. You
can almost divide it by 10 every time you add a device.”

worthy device. But there are more gains to be made. WiFi is a fastmoving technology with massive implications on both productivity and
security. Successful WiFi products and services are increasingly about the
deployment and management of the networks.
Google is one of several companies trying to scratch this itch with routers
and APs that are easy to configure and deploy. It relates to a general trend in
WiFi and one seen as its major recent advancement, says Malan.
“One of the big moves is to cloud-based management of WiFi networks.
Best practice is used to build the backend platform, maintained by the
vendor. You just use the portions you need to customise the network.
Because it’s managed in the cloud, we’re seeing more vendors making
devices resembling an IoT deployment. Thousands of devices reporting on
the activity of other devices, all being pushed to the cloud,” he says.
This is potent on several levels. It creates better analytics and
reporting, plus the data can be used in artificial intelligence models that
improve efficiencies. Another aspect is security. Unlike a cable network,
which is just a plug that goes into a device, a WiFi AP can be much more
sophisticated. For example, some APs can be configured to have basic
policies, such as spotting if a device is jailbroken or not, Malan adds.
“You can now build a distributed processing capability between
APs. That makes for a very scalable solution where processes can be
inspected. Is it valid? Does it comply? Should it be shaped? All that is
offloaded onto the AP,” he says.
There’s a downside to this, however. APs are also acting as end-of-life
indicators for user devices. A major reason why WiFi networks will reject

Good news for the channel – people shouldn’t
buy cheap WiFi hardware for their systems.

What WiFi offers

So that’s good news for the channel – people shouldn’t buy cheap WiFi
hardware for their systems. Adding to this is a growing mid-market
segment of devices, where the equivalent of a $100 can deliver a very

older devices is due to security. Even though users don’t have to be at the
cutting edge, at some point, that old phone will have to be replaced. WiFi
is not as egalitarian towards devices as cable networks are.

The managed future

But, what you get in exchange is incredible ease of use, providing the
network is well designed. This is often why WiFi networks fail. They
aren’t designed properly. If they are, they comfortably match the speeds
of cable networks.
This is the other big boon for the channel: companies don’t want
to deal with this. They don’t want to build or maintain WiFi networks.
In fact, they may not even want to own them, given how quickly the
technology can evolve. This, combined with the cloud management
capabilities, is the perfect recipe for managed service, says Olivier.
He adds: “It’s better on a managed service solution. The older
your AP gets, the more throughput will bottleneck. It’s also not that
secure anymore. A lot of vendors are investing in security both around
behaviour and capabilities at the AP.”
There will always be a place for cheap routers and self-configuration.
But that’s at home, where the pace of business isn’t held up by anguished
cries of frustration. Among companies, WiFi is fast becoming the musthave technology commodity: they can’t do without it and they don’t want
to be in charge of it. Thanks to the superior management and reporting
tools, it’s easy to keep customers in the loop, while the cloud backends
have made huge advances in troubleshooting devices.
If that doesn't sound like a good business model, what does?
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Jargon

buster

5G: Can you feel
the rush?

The promise of 5G beckons, but like many transformational
technologies, the devil is in the detail.
by Matthew Burbidge
photography 123RF

W

hat will 5G bring? If you’re
listening to the telcos, it should
be compared to a major religious
event. It’s all probably good publicity, but as
to who’s actually going to get the bragging
rights as the new networks are rolled out is
anybody’s guess. Competition among telcos
is fierce, and it’s not going to be any different
with the next generation of networks.
W h y all t h e n o is e ?
5G (or IMT-2020) offers true transformation.
We’re talking gigabyte connection speeds, so
between 1Gbps to 20Gbps. That means large
files, such as HD films, can be downloaded
in seconds. It will also truly unlock streaming
media, holographic video and autonomous
vehicles. And latency, or at least at noticeable
levels, will be a thing of the past.
Cities, and the things in them – using
increasing amounts of data – will become
smart. Cloud services, too, will also come into
their own.
And once the door has been opened, we
will pour through it. The GSM Association says
it expects 5G connections to pass a billion by
2025, or over 10% of total mobile connections.
It’s thought that this era of connectivity will
also unlock new opportunities, driven partly

by increased spending on communications
equipment. New capabilities will bring greater
productivity, in turn bringing new employment
opportunities.
At the time of writing, AT&T had just
announced it had made the world’s first call
using full production 5G equipment outside
of a lab, and that it would be rolling out fixed
broadband 5G in five more US cities to add to
the 12 that already have it. Verizon, Ericsson,
and T-Mobile, among others, are also milking
their trials for all they’re worth.

H ow d o e s it wo r k ?
In short, it’s all going to operate in the highfrequency spectrum band, or between 30GHz
and 300GHz. This spectrum is suited to the
mass transference of data, but it doesn’t
have the range of 4G networks, meaning
that many, many more antennae are going
to be needed. The antennae are also going to
sprout from everywhere: buildings, lampposts
and traffic lights.
It’s all a lot more complicated than this, of
course, and is going to mean some significant
retooling of the core telco networks, including
software increasingly doing the jobs that
hardware does today. Also expect to hear a
lot about network slicing, which will allow a
physical network to be separated into virtual
strands.
There’s also the increase in backhaul traffic,
or the network backbone, to be considered,
to which a number of solutions have been
proposed, such as fibre, microwave and
satellite, among others.
When?
Telecommunications Minister Siyabonga Cwele
is on record as saying it will only be in 2020
when the spectrum necessary for the fifth
generation networks will be made available
to local telcos. He said at the International
Telecommunication Union’s (ITU) Telecom
World 2018 conference in Durban that the
standards first needed to be agreed upon by
the ITU, which is slated for discussion at the
World Radio Congress in late 2019. The ITU
is also hoping that there can be some kind of
globally harmonised spectrum deal, which
it says will minimise radio interference near
borders and make international roaming
simpler. But given the number of moving parts
of the global bureaucracy, there are probably
going to be some delays.
A wo rd o f cau ti o n
The ITU also released a report in Durban,
in which it said high levels of
investment would be needed for
the new networks. It estimates the
cost of deploying a small cell-ready
network, provided there’s already a
commercially viable fibre backhaul
available, to be in the neighbourhood
of R100 million for a small city, to
R830 million for a larger one. There’s
less of a business case for rural
areas, which it said had the potential
to widen the digital divide.
The report, ‘Setting the Scene for
5G: Opportunities and Challenges’,
says ‘care must be taken in
establishing the commercial case and whether
5G is a real priority for the economy’.
The report adds: “A 5G investment must be
backed by a sound investment case.”
Wise words, and ones that it’s hoped are
not forgotten in the mad rush to the future.

This spectrum is suited to
the mass transference of
data, but it doesn’t have
the range of 4G networks,
meaning that many, many
more antennae are going to
be needed.
Not to be outdone, Vodacom has launched
a commercial 5G service in Lesotho, using its
3.5GHz spectrum to deliver fixed-wireless
access to two enterprise customers. This
spectrum is not available to South African
customers.
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IT loves its buzzwords. But hyperscale is not just a
catchy title. It’s the future of technology.
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Definitions

by James Francis
IMAGES: VARIOUS

T

he penny dropped for me around the
cloud conversation. It happened a
number of years ago, when it was tricky
to define cloud, a concept that didn’t seem to
fit with the meat-and-potatoes world of IT.
I interviewed technology legend Paul Maritz,
who had just helped found Pivotal. He raised an
example that has since been reused countlessly
by many, myself included. Once we had
mainframes, which were monolithic systems
focused on very specific tasks. Then the clientserver PC market rose, allowing for a much
wider range of applications. The basic effect of
this was that the price per CPU cycle dropped
dramatically. As Maritz put it, tracking a mouse
on a mainframe was an expensive and wasteful
exercise, but on PCs, it was so low-impact that
graphic user interfaces became the norm.
This dynamic took another step forward
in the ‘90s when thin clients – low-powered
machines that channelled the results crunched
by large servers – became in vogue, yet
not successful. There were several barriers,
including the speed of networks and the cost
of servers. By the early 2000s, countries such
as Japan were lamenting that if nothing was
done, datacentres would consume almost all
amounts of power capacity generated.
Efficiency became the target for server
manufacturers, and at the same time,
broadband leapt into prominence. Web
browsers were opening doors to operating
system-agnostic applications. Hypervisors
allowed applications to be virtualised and
extend across more than one physical system
(in other words, an application was able to
view several servers as pooled into one).
Likewise, software-defined concepts started
virtualising infrastructure. We didn’t know it
yet, but cloud had arrived.

The new IT epoch

The most concise definition for cloud comes
from the National Institute of Standards
and Technology: "Cloud computing is a
model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient,
on-demand network access to a shared pool
of configurable computing resources (e.g.
networks, servers, storage, applications and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction."
Instead of talking about servers, we could
talk about numbers of CPUs or the size of
storage pools. Workloads – the applications
and their functions that run on computers –
could be allocated whatever resources they
need. Instead of dedicating one server to one

application, resources could be thrown at
demand on a whim. Amplify that and you have
the logical embodiment of hyperscale.
Hyperscale came into its own when
companies such as Google started wiring
low-powered computers to act together
as if they were enormous resource pools
that dynamically allocated where demand
surfaced. Amazon coined this as ‘elastic
compute’, but the common parlance is
hyperscale or ‘web-scale’ datacentres/IT.
Just as client-servers drove down costs,
these elastic platforms did the same. Ever
wondered how Google can provision free
Gmail accounts to millions of people or how
Facebook shrugs at the billions of content
pieces absorbed into it every day? Behind the
scenes, hyperscale acts as a titan, shifting its
shoulders so the world can get a better deal.
Call it ‘supercomputer on tap’: a million ants
can overwhelm an elephant, and a million
CPUs can crush even the most daunting of
computational demands.

The hyperscale picture

The concept has evolved. Microsoft, Amazon,
Google, IBM and other hyperscale providers
developed services on the fabric of their
hyperscale infrastructure. Amazon’s Echo
and Apple’s Siri voice products are effectively
services that live on their hyperscale stacks.

on a nitrous oxide canister, to get that boost
when they need it. Got a massive payroll
batch job? Throw it at a hyperscale platform.
Newer developments such as containers now
make it easier to shift entire applications to
where you need them. But hyperscale tools
also enable DevOps teams to experiment and
exploit new ideas without hefty investments.
Development is shifting from multi-month
projects to week-long feasibility ‘scrums’.
At the cutting edge, there’s talk about
dynamically shifting workloads to the best
cloud platform at any given moment. One day
you won’t even know where your workload
actually is – only that you’re getting the
best price/performance ratio within your
compliance limits.

Why the ‘digital enterprise’ matters

This is advanced stuff, which is why the
whole ‘digital enterprise’ narrative is so
urgent. Big wave surfers need a jet ski to
reach the speeds of the watery behemoths
they mount. Likewise, companies can’t expect
to paddle into hyperscale and do anything
else but drown.
Hyperscale isn’t the only game in town.
Cloud models can be blended and there
are even ‘on-premise’ flavours such as
Azure Stack. Nonetheless, companies are
leveraging hyperscale’s power and costs
to their advantage. Likewise,
hyperscale providers are investing
big: $75 billion in 2017, according
to the Synergy Group, with Google,
Microsoft, Amazon, Apple and
Facebook leading the pack. It’s a
global arms race: Chinese giants
Alibaba and Tencent nip at the heels
of their Western peers.
There’s growing interest in
replicating hyperscale or webscale in smaller capacities. This is
promoted by concepts such as edge
computing (taking some of cloud’s
compute and storage capabilities
on-site to reduce latency), supported by
hyper-converged systems vendors á la Dell
EMC and HP, and datacentre infrastructurein-a-box promoted by the likes of Schneider
Electric. Hundreds of hyperscale datacentres
already exist, with more being added every
month. Africa used to be left out, but the
imminent arrival of Azure in South Africa, as
well as the expanding footprints of Amazon
Web Services and Google, is changing this –
and they're being driven by market demand.
Hyperscale is beyond IT hype. It’s the new
golden path that brings digital into our lives.
From smart cities to home security to the ERP
to your favourite app: somewhere behind the
scenes, hyperscale is proving the torque to
keep those wheels spinning.

Hyperscale came into its
own when companies such
as Google started wiring
low-powered computers to
act together as if they were
enormous resource pools
that dynamically allocated
where demand surfaced.
“Very few organisations, in 2018, would
look at a hyperscale cloud provider as simply
a source of virtual machines, networking, and
storage,” says Dr Paul Miller, senior analyst at
Forrester. “Microsoft Azure or Amazon Web
Services do offer those things, but that’s just
table stakes. The real value is in the services
the cloud providers offer on top of those
basics: things like development tools, rich
data management applications, or machine
learning, all done at a global scale. For more
and more CIOs, their shift to cloud isn’t about
finding a new datacentre. It’s about helping
– or encouraging – their developers to build
applications in a completely different way.”
Many companies are starting to treat
hyperscale as a drag racer turning the tap
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the
players

The local channel is about to get disrupted as hyperscale
cloud providers start to land their datacentres on local
shores, but that’s not necessarily a bad thing, as long as
you plan your journey and act now.
by Adrian Hinchcliffe
IMAGES: VARIOUS

T

he news broke in May 2017 that
Microsoft is bringing hyperscale
infrastructure to South Africa, having
committed to open two local datacentre
regions by 2019. “Spanning multiple
datacentre sites, these will be Microsoftowned, operated and run, except for the land
and buildings that house them,” says Zoaib
Hoosen, MD, Microsoft South Africa.
Revealing only that they will launch before
the end of 2018, he says he wanted to create
some sort of North Star for the local market to
aim for. The buildout project is being handled
by Microsoft’s global team, with which Hoosen
has ‘an arm's length relationship’. He says he
will act as a sales and marketing arm lead
when the time comes. “It’s not my date, it’s an
offering that the product divisions are building
and I'll get notified of the launch date by
them,” he says.
Local adoption of hyperscale cloud services
is currently quite high, but relatively shallow,
says Jon Tullett, research manager: IT services,
IDC Sub-Saharan Africa.
“There aren't many companies going all-in
on cloud. We're seeing a lot of point solutions,
application extensions where on-premise
applications leverage some sort of cloud
functions, which add value, but don't rely on
it,” he says.
The commitment of Microsoft, and
announcements by other hyperscale vendors,
has helped to counter local concerns on issues
such as latency, infrastructure stability, data
governance and sovereignty.
“We definitely saw an uptake in both Azure
and Amazon Web Services (AWS) use after
Microsoft’s announcement. There's a halo
effect, whereby they all benefit from each
other’s uptake. Microsoft is doing a lot of

groundwork by getting companies used to
cloud and the business practices in place,”
Tullett says.

Market makeup

According to data published in July by Synergy
Research Group, AWS accounts for 34% of
the global cloud infrastructure market, while
Microsoft's Azure represents 14% and Google’s
Cloud Platform holds 6%.
With such a strong lead, what are AWS’
plans for the local market?
AWS has had a presence in South Africa
since 2004 with its Development Centre.
Within the past year, it has announced regional
investments with network points of presence.
Undoubtedly, it’s increasing support for cloud in
the country and the wider region. At this point,
however, there's no confirmed announcement
of a local datacentre, says Tullett.
“The company sees a lot of strategic value
in where it’s located and doesn't want to show
its hand too soon. AWS doesn't like to colocate. Almost without exception, AWS builds
its own datacentres from the ground up.
When it comes into this country, it will start
with buying a plot of land.”
That’s at odds with Google’s expected
entry strategy. “Google’s not going to build
a full datacentre like it has in other regions;
those are billions of dollars in investment.
It will drop clusters into other people's
datacentres,” says Brett StClair, CEO of Siatik,
a premier Google Cloud partner.
Like Amazon, Google has been keeping
its cards close to its chest. “Google won't
announce anything beforehand, and will only
do so when it’s ready and delivered. However,
it has promised Africa will have a datacentre
before Antarctica (the other continent where it
currently has no datacentre presence). That's
all the detail the company is willing to commit,”
says StClair.
It will happen, though, as the market's
ready for it, he says. He believes the company

“Partners need to think about ‘how do I make
money today?’ and ‘how will I make money in
this new moving world?’. They need to move to
where the action is, or where it’s going to be.”
Zoaib Hoosen, Microsoft South Africa
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has already been speaking to local datacentre
operators.
Google already has some infrastructure in
place locally, as it currently manages services,
across its various platforms including search,
Gmail and YouTube, for about 100 million
South Africa users, StClair says. “That's how
much infrastructure Google has been running
in this country for the past 10 years. But they
don't tell people.”
If Google is to increase its market share,
that’s part of the cultural uphill battle the
search giant faces. “Google doesn't know how
to speak to the enterprise,” StClair admits.
“Corporates aren’t used to engaging Google
and paying for it. For a CIO, it's been free
search, free Gmail, and so on. But now they
have to pay and they don't understand why or
how. But go to the CMO, they see Google like
Microsoft, except the CMO is spending money
on adwords.”

Challenges to overcome

StClair also recognises that the conversation,
mindset and pricing around hyperscale cloud
are very different to what’s come before.
“It's a new language. My job is to explain it
to customers in a language they understand.
For example, Google has created and uses its
own tensor processing units (TPUs), which
offer the equivalent of a million servers in
a datacentre, but on one motherboard, and
ready to use at $7 per query. That kind of
compute power available so cheaply just
breaks traditional thinking,” he says.
Although Google is some way behind
Microsoft and AWS, in terms of market
share, it’s well positioned for the future, says
Tullett. “If you look at the sophistication of the
services Google’s building out, there are some
tremendous capabilities that it’s right at the
forefront of, such as big data and cognitive
computing. As time goes by, the relative value
of Infrastructure as a Service will start to
diminish as more and more services become
Software as a Service (SaaS) and we move
to an SaaS environment. The announcement
from Google, Facebook, Microsoft and Twitter
to jointly conduct a data transfer project,
which will allow API-level integration to
exchange data between services, shows the
direction we're taking – base infrastructure is
becoming commoditised.”

The new gold

While cloud is becoming commoditised, AI
isn’t. “It's very high value, very sticky value
and Google has ample capability there and
can add a tremendous amount of value. It's
not that Google is quiet, it's well known, but
don't underestimate it because Microsoft
and Amazon are getting more of the
headlines,” Tullett says.
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AWS has been successful with developers,
he adds, and it has taken a sensible initial step
into the local cloud space, while Microsoft has
significant traction through Office365, which
gives it a big foothold into many organisations.
Hoosen elaborates: “If you look at our
presence in customers today, Microsoft has
deep relationships with customers that go
back many years.”
He says the company’s established partner
base will also give it a big chance at success.
“Our secret sauce, honestly, is the channel.”
Microsoft’s partner ecosystem was
providing 227 000 jobs in 2017, by IDC. In
the coming five years, IDC expects 119 000
new jobs to be added across the whole
ecosystem, due to hyperscale cloud and
digital transformation. Of those, 53 000 are
expected to be within Microsoft’s ecosystem.

The IDC research, commissioned by Microsoft,
forecasts that, during that period, for every R1
of Microsoft cloud revenue generated, R8.84
will be made by the ecosystem. There's plenty
of opportunity for the channel.

Local channel disruption

Hoosen acknowledges, however, that the
arrival of hyperscale cloud does mean
disruption for the channel.
“Partners need to think about ‘how do I
make money today?’ and ‘how will I make
money in this new moving world?’. They need
to move to where the action is, or where it’s
going to be. There's some pain that comes
with change, and partners need to evaluate
that and decide what their capabilities are
and what bets to place.” Partners focused
on reselling hardware will be among those

“Currently, there are three core resellers
on Google, there need to be 200. That's the
opportunity. It’s important for the ecosystem
that there are more of us.”
Brett StClair, Siatik

the
players

needing to consider their future path. There
will definitely be a slowdown in server sales
over time, he says. “A lot of customers talk
to me about upcoming capex spending
being deferred or shifted. It doesn't happen
overnight; that's why understanding the
timeline and how to make money in the
future is important. There’s still some
opportunity to do some legacy stuff while
moving to the new world.”
Tullett says those local channel players
already offering cloud need to accept they
can’t compete head-to-head with hyperscale
cloud providers. “Locally, we have to look at
ways to add value and find the right model,”
he says.

ZOAIB
HOO S E N ,

Microsoft

Hoosen says there have been some difficult
and pragmatic conversations held with some of
the larger systems integrators, especially those
with their own cloud datacentre plays, many of
whom have been long-time Microsoft partners.
One possible focus area for channel players
is around cloud orchestration – ensuring cloud
services are running correctly, optimised
and compliant. “That's an area that starts to
touch on data governance; there's a lot of
opportunity in helping companies to draft and
manage their data governance policies. That
potentially feeds into a security role, so there's
a lot of opportunity for those players in the
security space too,” says Tullett.
Another area is around integration and
migration opportunities, and local systems
integrators are already aligning themselves for
that, he adds.
“There’s a huge opportunity, and they're
starting to get their heads around what it
means for them. It comes down to business
models and understanding the journeys.
It also comes at a cost, with the skills
investments required. And there could be a
crunch there, so we're looking to our partners
and want to collaborate with them on the
skills agenda,” Hoosen says.

Channel opportunities

StClair also identifies skills as a key issue.
“When you go cloud, you need to be certified,
so you keep a level of standard and quality.
Google is an academic organisation and
its standards are quite high. We argue the
certifications are too difficult, but they're high
because Google wants the right skills working
in its environments.”
If your business has, or can develop, the right
skills, there’s definitely opportunity within the
local Google ecosystem, says StClair. “Currently,
there are three core resellers on Google, there
need to be 200. That's the opportunity. It’s
important for the ecosystem that there are
more of us, it's good for everyone.”
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Tough talks

“Cloud brokerage is really
important and I think we
underestimate the need for
local context.”
Jon Tullett, IDC Sub-Saharan Africa
Another aspect around business model,
opportunities and skills is the focus of
particular hyperscale providers and the
number of products they launch.
“If you look at AWS, it launched between
1 200 to 1 400 products last year; it's hard
for an internal IT manager to stay on top of
that. Cloud brokerage is really important and
I think we underestimate the need for local
context here. Having a specialist who can
help the CIO make the right decision, across
multiple cloud platforms, can become very
valuable,” says Tullett.
“There might be 1 400 new products for
Amazon, but what are the comparable ones
in Azure and which are better? It's a big,
complicated question and there's a lot of value
in it. The complexity will probably go away as
the services come into better alignment over
time; right now, there's a ton of value and a lot
of margin to be had,” he adds.
But juggling multiple clouds isn’t an easy
game. Siatik used to offer cloud services from
Azure, AWS and Google Cloud. “Given the

product release frequency, it's very
difficult as a broker to be an expert
on all of them, you end up being a
billing relationship. We stopped doing
Azure and AWS, because we wanted
to focus on becoming experts. Even
now, we struggle to keep up with
the state-of-the-art stuff, just on one
choice,” says StClair.

Final words of wisdom

Hoosen says that the launch of hyperscale
locally will trigger a whole range of new
products and opportunities. “Short-term,
the opportunities could be in migrations,
traditional infrastructure, but the real secret
sauce will be in the other things that it
enables. That's where people have to become
more innovative,” he says.
StClair advises that channel companies
need to change their mindsets and business
models, as scale and efficiency become the
order of the day. “Siatik is 20 people, and there
are 34 million end-users that we're managing,
and we've got spare capacity. We do a lot
more, with fewer people.”
Tullett concludes: “This is a market that
changes fast. Plant your flag and make your
margin right now, but your organisation must
be able to change quickly, because what
you thought was high-value, high-margin
stuff today might be a complete commodity
tomorrow.”
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Hyperscale datacentres are coming to South Africa.
But are the incumbent datacentre operators worried?
by James Francis
IMAGES: VARIOUS

W

hat was not long ago an open
secret has now become IT South
Africa’s most exciting talking point.
The hyperscale cloud providers are coming
and, by some measures, are already here.
Microsoft is bringing the first hyperscale
datacentres to Africa before the end of this
year, while Amazon Web Services (AWS) has
slowly been penetrating the market from its
Cape Town hub, and Google is also quietly
looking to build its presence.
Hyperscale is the latest evolution in the
datacentre world, one already populated by
many other business cases. From datacentres
inside companies to co-location arrangements
where equipment is hosted on third-party
sites, many businesses are already invested
in datacentres. Yet these models are being
outshined by hyperscale, leading to the
questions: are traditional datacentre businesses
in trouble? And, what will the impact be on
South Africa’s datacentre operators?

A natural step forward

Perhaps surprisingly, the short answer is:
largely positive. The Margin asked South
28
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Africa’s numerous major datacentre players
their views, and they mostly seem to be
singing from the same hymn book. Vodacom
Business executive head for products and
services Sabelo Mabena says: “Vodacom’s
stance is that while they may seem
competitors at face value, these hyperscale
players do complement our services.
We’re helping most customers in terms of
developing strategies to build redundancy and
balance the benefits of a datacentre solution
with a cloud-based solution to give customers
a hybrid benefit. They also use some of
our services in as far as connectivity and
peripheral network services as enablers.”
This view isn’t unanimous. For example,
MTN declined to comment, stating it’s
reviewing its cloud strategies. But there's
a lack of panic among the large datacentre
providers — and for good reason. They’re
partly responsible for the market reaching
this level of maturity. Hyperscale is closely
linked to cloud, which we can define as the
new breed of development and delivery
technologies supported by the triad of
affordable scale, speed and power. Even
cloud’s doubters, such as Oracle CEO Larry
Ellison, have made an about-turn on the topic.
The simple fact is that local large
datacentre service providers have been
promoting cloud as the new business, of

Local
datacentre
operators
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Cloud channel
incentive is
good news for
resellers
Traci Maynard,
Microsoft Executive
at Axiz

Not only has the cloud well and truly arrived, but it appears that
Microsoft is winning the cloud war and has become the world’s
leading enterprise-cloud provider.
atya Nadella, Microsoft CEO,
announced at the recent
Microsoft Inspire 2018
event that the company’s
commercial-cloud revenue jumped
58% to $6 billion.
At the same event, Gavriella Shuster,
Vice President for One Commercial
Partner, Microsoft, pointed out the
success that partners have had
globally around net end-customer
adds. This talks to the number of
new end-customer additions that
partners have engaged, interacted
and transacted with using their Cloud
Service Provider (CSP) licensing model.
Traci Maynard, Microsoft Executive
at Axiz, indicates that Microsoft’s
CSP programme is the foundation of
cloud licensing to enable true digital
transformation for end-customers and
partners alike. She adds that she was
delighted to discover at Inspire 2018
that a partner on the African continent
– a business in Morocco – had
achieved 162% growth in customer
wins in the last financial year.
“What this really demonstrated to
me is that the African continent offers
a clear opportunity for partners and

S

resellers to really grab the bull by the
horns, take the initiative and make a
major play for new cloud business. To
further encourage this, Axiz is working
with Microsoft to offer a cloud channel
incentive to resellers, one where the
more new seats they sell, the more
money they will earn back,” she says.
Explaining how the new cloud
channel incentive works, Maynard
says that resellers will be expected to
have a minimum of three new CSP endcustomer adds per threshold in order
to qualify. In addition, a minimum of
three new Azure CSP customer adds
per threshold will also be needed.
“At a certain threshold, resellers
will begin to earn back a percentage
of their revenue, which will be issued
to them as an AxizCloud voucher that
they can redeem, or as a voucher that
can be banked on the AxizCloud portal
for later use. In effect, successful
resellers will not only acquire more
customers, but will also gain access to
additional funds that can be reinvested
in their own cloud business.
“We all know that the economy
is tight at present, so getting back
something extra for acquiring new

www.axiz.com | 011 2377128 | MicrosoftCSP@axiz.com
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customers should prove to be a real
bonus. In addition, the ability to
reinvest into their own business could
conceivably provide the resellers with
the flexibility to encourage them to
launch additional cloud services for
their end-customers,” she adds.
The good news for Axiz resellers,
continues Maynard, is that Axiz
itself has just earned its Gold Cloud
Competency, which positions it
perfectly to be able to assist partners
to grow out their businesses even
further and more successfully.
“A lot of partners still need help
and are looking for someone to assist
with these challenges – we’re now
more competent than ever to help
them. My team and I are proud of this
recent achievement as it confirms
that the Axiz Microsoft team has the
authority to build cloud solutions with
our partners and their customers.
We’re confident that our expert
technologists will be able to help
all our resellers who are bringing on
board new customers and evolving
their businesses by filling the cloud
skills gap in the southern African
market,” she concludes.

local
datacentre
operators
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“The biggest rumble
will be for the channel,
and it will impact big
and small companies.”
michele mcCann, Teraco
which hyperscale was one of several foregone
conclusions in a maturing market.
“A diverse set of organisations will and
have already benefited from cloud, whether
that be from one of the hyperscale players
or more niche players,” says Stephen green,
CTO, dimension data middle east and Africa.
“Typically, small to medium-sized companies
that have server rooms are consolidating
these and are moving their compute
requirement to the cloud. A very attractive
value proposition for these clients is to move
their disaster recovery services to cloud, which
gives immediate savings to their bottom line.
“larger enterprise clients are using cloud
and the hyperscale players in a number of
ways. Some are migrating workloads because
they allow them to achieve better access
to their clients, by enabling mobile services
and through leveraging the cloud platforms
and services. Some are rationalising their
datacentres and their hardware investments
to move to a pay-as-you-use model. This has
the promise of freeing up IT spend to allow
investment in other areas.”
In summary, the datacentre operators that
are worried about hyperscale’s competition
are the ones that haven’t changed with the
times. It’s the proverbial chickens coming
home to roost.

Blood on the datacentre floor

evolve or die: this has been the rallying call of
technologists for the past number of years.
Usually directed at clients, the message is
increasingly being focused onto the channel.
At a recent dell emC partner conference*,
several speakers lamented the need for service
providers to look beyond the hardware.
“Hardware will be a commodity in the near
future,” noted mohammed Amin, senior Vp:
meTA region at dell emC, during his keynote.
“All of us will need to transform,” meaning that
providing services is the major competitive
field. This doesn’t mean hardware and
infrastructure will become useless, but rather
that it’s fast becoming a space for only a few
niche players. Consolidation of the market
is on the cards, but the leaders are already
ahead of the pack.
In South Africa, Teraco is the lord of
agnostic datacentre infrastructure. It has
remained stoically neutral, not shifting into
services other than to facilitate the migration
plans of companies. This is the case with its
riverfields hyperscale facility, which exists

MICheLe
McCANN,

Teraco

to help companies shift and consolidate
their IT stacks into these new datacentre
environments.
for michele mcCann, Teraco’s head of
interconnection and peering, there’s a sense
of history repeating. when Teraco introduced
interconnect services a few years ago, many
small players took advantage to provide
offerings to customers on the back of these.
Today, those are sizable companies far beyond
their humble roots. She expects the same to
happen again with hyperscale.
“local hyperscale datacentres take care
of several barriers. latency and data costs
have been coming down, but this finally
addresses data sovereignty concerns. The
service operators will have great opportunities
as a result. But there’s turmoil ahead. The
biggest rumble will be for the channel, and
it will impact big and small companies. They
should look overseas, where this has already
happened. The guys there have had to become
nimble and innovative,” she says.

Services, not tech

It may be useful if channel companies don’t
focus primarily on the cloud/hyperscale shift,
says ron raffensperger, CTO for datacentre
solutions at Huawei enterprise.
“The particular technologies used to build a
cloud, whether it’s hyperscale or not, is really
not so important. what's most important is
the availability of services that can be used

by businesses and their IT departments to
meet business needs. A properly designed and
implemented cloud will hide the technologies
used to provide the services. Having said that,
there are certainly advantages to a hyperscale
infrastructure if the capability being used
requires massive amounts of computing.”
major local datacentre operators that
are still in the market can claim the virtue
of growing with cloud’s rise. Those that
haven’t just don’t know they’re in trouble.
The local presences of Azure and AwS are
broadly seen as a benefit, even if there are
some competitive friction points, but none
that will break the well-prepared datacentre
operators. practically all the major providers –
including all featured here – have established
relationships and investments with both
Azure and AwS. It’s even tempting to call this
business as usual.
But it’s not. The arrivals of Azure marks
the end of South Africa’s immature cloud
years and the start of a new age. This extends
across Africa – Teraco alone already services
16 different African countries and demand
for these datacentres is growing all over the
continent. The losers are the companies that
never thought this day would come…

* disclosure: this author does freelance work
for Dell EMC.
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South African distributors
have to adapt to the cloud
world. When resellers or
end-clients buy directly,
they have to add value into
the chain. What are their
models? And how are they
adapting?
by Matthew Burbidge
IMAGES: Zack Hoosen

R

ecent World Wide Worx research found
that 90% of companies in South Africa
increased spending on cloud last year,
and 83% are planning to increase budgets in
2018.
In the traditional channel ecosystem,
distributors are a key part of the puzzle, and
offer, among other things, skills, credit and
financing to help vendors reach the long tail of
thousands of partners. However, the dynamics
of the cloud world are somewhat different
to what the traditional channel knows. The
Margin spoke to local distributors about their
plans for growing the cloud market, and how
they’re dealing with the changes.
With a well-established local channel,
Microsoft boasts a handful of indirect
distributors, among them Axiz, First
Distribution, Westcon, Tarsus on Demand and
Rectron.
According to Elaine Wang, cloud and
software solutions director at Rectron,
resellers are now facing challenges assisting
SMEs in moving to the cloud. Instead of
just selling licences, as the company had
previously, Rectron has now established
a dedicated team to assist with cloud
deployments. Wang identifies that closing the
skills gap is vital.
She says even with all the information on
the internet, in some cases, the tools vendors
provide can be hard to navigate.
“Training is something we do for free,
because we understand that if our resellers
are empowered to take the message to
market, we’ll see the benefits.”
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Distribution

Traci Maynard, Microsoft executive at Axiz,
says the monthly billing of cloud also resulted
in a fundamental change in the business. The
15-year-old legacy of Microsoft Open licensing
programmes has been characterised by
annual renewals, or upfront payments every
three or four years. However, the shift of
cloud to monthly billing gives partners a huge
opportunity to charge for services monthly.
“The great thing about annuity revenue –
month-to-month billing – is that you have a
very good idea of the revenue you can expect
to see each month. Resellers can make extra
money by offering additional services and
support, such as a security add-on to Office
365,” she says.

More services

Wang says Rectron is now playing a bit more
in the security space. The company has also
seen an opportunity for growth in the ERP
arena, specifically with a solution called

She says vendor roadmaps are often
complex, and distributors can help the channel
to navigate this complexity.

Providing a platform

Maynard says distributors have generally
opted to provide a cloud management
platform to help resellers deal with the
provision of cloud services. She says some
distributors have chosen to purchase an
existing platform, such as Westcon adopting
SkyKick, and Tarsus on Demand using Odin.
“There are major benefits for a distributor to
purchase a pre-existing platform. For example,
the go-to-market traction is extremely fast.
There’s also a set of outcomes based on
experience by the platform builders, which
means the user experience is predictable. The
website and offerings are also easy to predict as
manuals for formal documents already exist.”
The downside is that any local adjustments
may take some time. Axiz chose to build and
develop its own unique platform,
which is easier to tweak based on
partner feedback or user experience,
she adds.
“Our AxizCloud self-service
management portal enables the
management and deployment of
licences, which have been a key to
the success of our reseller partners.
They don’t need to have any
expensive technical competencies
to sell, manage and deploy cloud
licences,” she says.
Maynard says in the two and a half
years since Axiz adopted the Microsoft
Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) programme, the
transition has been particularly fast for those
resellers that have embraced cloud.
The growth of CSP in the Middle East and
Africa region was 500% from July 2017 to July
2018, she says.
Maynard says 40% of Axiz’ Microsoft
licencing revenue in FY 2018 came from the
CSP programme.
Wang says that cloud now accounts for
roughly a quarter of Rectron’s business, adding
that it’s not an entirely fair comparison as onpremise software licences are often more costly.
“Ultimately,” says Maynard, “the distributor’s
role in the channel hasn’t changed. We extend
credit to partners procuring cloud and we
offer technical expertise. The difference here
is we’re holding virtual, and not physical stock,
so the burden on the distributor’s cash flow is
somewhat alleviated.”

“The great thing about
annuity revenue – month-tomonth billing – is that you
have a very good idea of the
revenue you can expect to
see each month.”
Traci Maynard, Axiz

Palladium. She says while small businesses
could probably still get by invoicing with Excel,
as soon as the business grows, it would need
an ERP system that will track growth and
other metrics.
“The vendors have made it incredibly easy
for end-customers to buy services directly
through them. However, the channel still
adds value by providing services, such as
consulting, infrastructure architecture and
design, migrations and deployments, and
ongoing SLAs,” says Wang.
“Going one step up the chain, distribution
continues to service an important channel
enablement function. The cloud opportunity
requires a different set of skills – Rectron
still helps resellers with sales and presales
discussions at end-customer level, in addition
to providing deployment and migration
assistance to these partners.”
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Hyperscale cloud computing presents significant opportunities, but also some
unexpected hurdles, for channel players.
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Reseller

“In this environment,
you can’t just make
a sale and move
on – it’s an ongoing
partnership in which
the reseller helps grow
and enable the endcustomer.”
Danie de Lange, xContent
by Tracy Burrows
IMAGES: VARIOUS

S

outh African customers, only now
moving to the cloud in significant
numbers, will be confronted with
all new paradigms in a hyperscale cloud
computing era. For channel players, it could be
a case of adapt or die in the months to come.
Alkesh Singh, CEO of billing and revenue
specialists and Microsoft partner Astel
Systems, works with a number of resellers
that are currently getting to grips with the
mainstreaming of cloud and the emergence of
hyperscale cloud. “At a recent Microsoft event
in the UK, we discovered that cloud has become
the default go-to abroad for infrastructure. I
think South Africa is about 12 to 18 months
behind that adoption curve, but cloud – and
hyperscale cloud – is definitely coming, and it’s
going to disrupt channel models,” he says.
“It’s an exciting time, and hyperscale
cloud computing will bring with it massive
opportunities. I believe it will be a gamechanger for everyone, from large enterprise
and public sector entities through to SMEs
and startups, which no longer need huge
infrastructure investments to build software
and applications at scale.”

In-country hyperscale datacentres are
expected to overcome the last concerns
some organisations had about latency and
data sovereignty. For resellers, the changes
bring an opportunity to expand into cloud
consulting and advisory services, and to
deliver add-on services such as billing and
management tools.

New headaches in the channel

But at the same time, hyperscale cloud
computing will present new challenges to
resellers, Singh notes.
“One concern in emerging markets is
currency fluctuation,” Singh says. “Recently,
we saw significant fluctuations in the value of
the rand in a matter of hours. The question
is: what will this mean for resellers and endcustomers? It’s of particular concern for very
margin-sensitive businesses — a 4% or 5%
fluctuation in input costs makes a significant
difference. It also presents a challenge for
channel partners billing in rand, but paying
hyperscale cloud service providers in dollars
— how will they manage reconciliation as the
currency fluctuates? Going forward, we will
see the emergence of platforms supporting
various models and the structuring of dollar
— and rand-based packages taking exchange
rate variations into account. Dealing with this
will not be a walk in the park.”

Another challenge facing resellers will be
learning to operate as an extension of a ‘utility’
rather than as a straightforward reseller.
Says Singh: “We’ve seen significant uptake
of cloud solutions in the past six to 12 months,
and we’ve observed the channel partners
doing well during this time are those investing
in educating the end-customer. Cloud is a
consultancy sell, not like selling an off-theshelf product.”
However, adapting to this new environment
isn't always easy.
“For channel partners, a lot of effort
is required to change business models.
For example, their cash flows will change
completely – instead of selling a client
R1 million in licensing every few years, they
will now be bringing in R30 000 or R40 000
a month. In the long term, this may be more
profitable, but it impacts their immediate cash
flow. Many didn’t see this coming, and now
they have to change their forecasts. Some
resellers in the market are concerned about
how to reinvent themselves in the changing
environment: it’s a bit of a land grab right
now, so they know they have to do it, but
changing your entire business model isn’t
easy,” he says.
“In this environment, customer lifecycle
management will be crucial,” says Singh. “A
cloud service provider operates like any utility
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Time to reinvent yourself

“Cloud, and specifically hyperscale cloud, is
going to demand the reinvention of business
models — both for channel players and
their end-customers,” says Danie de Lange,
CEO of Microsoft cloud solution reseller
xContent. “We saw it coming and we ‘went
cloud’ around three years ago. It changes
everything from sales models to operations
and billing,” he says.
The move, in line with the company’s focus
on innovation and staying relevant, required
a hefty investment in reinvention. “We carried
out a site refresh, changed our customerfacing interfaces and essentially reinvented
our internal infrastructure. On top of that, we
had to reassess our operations, processes,
roles and responsibilities, and review the
calibre and skills of people we brought in to
the company.”
Among the changes was a fresh approach
to sales, says De Lange. “The sales role has
changed significantly. Instead of selling a
product, they must now sell a business value.
This means they need personal engagement
skills, technical competence and a consultative
approach to sales. This reinvention of our own
business model was hard work, but worth it. If
we had not made the change, we might not be
in business today,” he says.

“Cloud, and specifically hyperscale cloud, is
going to demand the reinvention of business
models – both for channel players and their end
customers.”
Danie de Lange, xContent
De Lange says reseller success will demand
an understanding of what cloud business
means. “You’ll need to take traditional service
offerings and recommoditise them into true
cloud services; deliver services and solutions
in days and hours that previously would have
taken months to deploy; become leaders
for change management; and help business
evolve to the cloud era. This demands
consultative and technical skills, as well as
business insight,” he says. “In this environment,
 it’s
you can’t just make a sale and move on —
an ongoing partnership in which the reseller
helps grow and enable the end-customer.”
Change is inevitable, and resellers will have
to adapt, he believes. “Hyperscale is huge.
It brings access to technologies that were
very expensive and only available to large
enterprises, and puts them in the hands of
small and mid-sized enterprises. It eliminates
the need for certain skills and resources
in-house and gives adopters a competitive
advantage. For resellers, this means we need
to lead change, guiding businesses as they
evolve in the cloud era.”
PHOTOGRAPHY: Karolina Komendera

or telco, which means the risk of customer
churn increases and it becomes ever more
important to engage with customers more
regularly and track communications with
customers more effectively.”

Hyperscale
and the server
market
While global server sales appeared to
take a dip in early 2017, all indications
are that the server market is set for a
boom cycle. With increased demand for
infrastructure to support private cloud
and hybrid cloud implementations,
Gartner’s Q4 ‘17 server sales report
noted a 25.7% year-on-year increase
in global server revenue and an 8.8%
increase in sales to 3.19 million units.
In Q1 this year, Gartner recorded that
server shipments were up 2.7% in EMEA
on last year, with a total of 517 000
units shifted during Q1. Server revenue,
however, was up 32.1% on the previous
year and totalled $3.7 billion.
Meanwhile, IDC’s EMEA Server
Tracker showed that in Q4 2017 the
EMEA server market reported a yearon-year increase in vendor revenues of
17.4% to $4.2 billion and a year-on-year
increase of 0.1% in units shipped to
596 000 amid a wave of new
datacentre rollouts and growing
adoption of cloud.

Alkesh
S ing h , Astel

Systems
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Drones sell
themselves

CoRR, 123RF.COM

The market for drones in South Africa is ripe, as informed customers
know what they want and shop around for the best price.
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BY Lauren Kate Rawlins
photography 123RF

D

rones have steadily increased in
popularity in South Africa since
regulation was passed in 2015.
With roughly 70% share of the global
consumer market, the brand most often
associated with drones is Chinese technology
company DJI.
To date, 25 000 DJI drones have been sold
in South Africa, says Róan Rossouw, director
of Navworld, which has been bringing DJI
drones into the country since mid-2017.
DJI has three main distributors in the
country – NavWorld, Rectron and Core Group.
Rossouw says: “The market is littered with
drone retailers, especially online, as well as
importers and distributors. Almost anybody
can get their hands on drones, whether it’s
through an official or a grey channel. This
obviously leads to margin erosion for the
retailers, and combined with pressure from
the manufacturer on the local channel, many
retailers have exited the market.
“Is the drone market significant? Yes. Is it an
attractive market for a retailer to enter now?
Less so I think,” he adds.

Licensed flight

Rossouw notes, however: “Retailers don’t
really sell drones to customers. Customers
buy drones from retailers. When the customer
(99.9% of them) walks into a store or lands on
a webpage, they already know that they want
a drone and they’re pretty certain of which
one they want.
“They want the best price and all they’re
really looking for is a technically competent
sales person to push them over the edge
by reinforcing their decision or convincing
them they need something with better
specifications.”
Drone ownership in South Africa comes
with stringent regulations about where they
can be flown, how far they’re allowed away

from the operator, privacy rules surrounding
any footage filmed using a drone, and, if the
drone is going to be used for commercial use,
a remote pilot licence.
Distributors and resellers should be aware
of these regulations when selling the product,
particularly the process involved for acquiring
a commercial licence, which can be onerous. It
requires medical certification, radiotelephony
certification, English proficiency, flight training,
and passing both a theoretical examination
and skills test.
Further licences are needed for additional
tasks, like operating the drone out-of-sight.
However, the rigorous rules haven’t
dampened people's enthusiasm for buying them.

commercially produced devices didn’t stay in
the air long enough or have technologies like
GPS to keep them in place.
Cape Town-based aerial data analytics
startup Aerobotics used to do just that. As
an agricultural technology company, it uses
drones to survey orchards and evaluate the
health of the trees on large-scale farms.

Data capture

Initially, when the company began in 2014, it
built and designed its own drones; however,
it realised that building more than one wasn’t
scalable or practical. The company currently uses
DJI drones retrofitted with a multi-spectrum
sensor to capture the type of data needed.

“All they’re really looking for is a technically
competent sales person to push them over the edge
by reinforcing their decision or convincing them
they need something with better specifications.”
Róan Rossouw, Navworld

Distributors see two main categories of
buyers currently. Ruan Botha, Rectron’s DJI
brand manager, says: “Two main differences
in the market are hobby-grade drones and
camera drones. The general controls for both
are the same, but the camera drones have a
greater focus on stability and smooth footage.
“It’s important to know what your customer
intends doing with the drone, as this allows
you to line them up with the right product.
“DJI drones generally have great camera
technology paired with the stability of their
gimbal system, so the main factor quickly
becomes flight time, from entry level units at
13 minutes to 31 minutes at the higher end.”
A few years ago, if a business wanted
to make use of a drone for industrial
applications, it usually ended up building
its own drone from scratch, because the

Rossouw says the only way resellers can
differentiate themselves, especially in the
commercial sector, is by bundling services or
by offering imaging or other sensory hardware
and software solutions to customers in the
asset management or security sectors.
Botha adds: “We’re seeing great potential
for drones in the security and surveillance
fields as well as in real estate.”
Rossouw concludes: “Traditionally, online
players have dominated this space and I
don’t see that changing too soon. If you
want to sell a lot of drones, you need a
decent e-commerce platform and offer the
best price. When it comes to the higherend products, customers still like to see the
product and engage with a salesperson faceto-face before spending R150 000, so your
specialist retailer has an advantage.”
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Show me
the money

Under the

BRIAN JACkSoN, 123RF.COM

spotlight
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Vendor financing can help bridge a gap for major projects or
assist channel partners to transform their business models. But
is the channel aware this option exists and what it entails?
by Tamsin Oxford
photography 123RF

T

he fast pace of technology evolution
means that some of the major
technology vendors, such as Dell
EMC, Cisco, IBM and Lenovo, have developed
financing options to support both partners
and clients in completing projects and
building businesses. These financing solutions
have the potential to support the channel
in its growth and expansion, but few know
about the options, what they offer and how
they actually benefit either the channel or its
clients. Designed to assist channel, partner
and vendor alike, these models ease off the
cost throttle while engaging speed to market
and investment into fresh and shiny new
technology.
Dell Financial Services (DFS) has a broad
range of financial options across PCs, storage
and hyperconverged infrastructure. The
models include full standard leasing, operating
and finance leasing, residual-based leasing,
and consumption models for capacity on
demand that are geared towards Dell’s
storage platforms.
“We’ve structured finance around our
software and we also build products around
what’s needed in terms of product, structure
and profile,” says Patrick Bell, Area Finance
manager, Africa region, Dell Financial Services.
“We’ve also recently developed the ‘PC as
a Service’ offering that incorporates all the
value-adds we can bring to the product across
servicing, maintenance, asset tracking and
collection in a price per seat, per month.”
Lenovo launched Lenovo Financial Services
(LFS) in 2014 in South Africa with the
goal of providing corporates, government
organisations, SMEs and consumers with
access to Lenovo products at affordable
rates. The offering ensures customers get to
deploy their cash wisely and think beyond
the initial purchase decision. The company’s
finance options cost less than those offered by
banks and some internal funding options, and
include subscription-based pricing models that
bundle hardware, software and services into
one monthly expense.
IBM Global Financing provides tailored,
flexible financing solutions to both small and

large businesses. The company was founded
with the idea of delivering value to clients
and giving them financing options that would
help them mitigate the risks associated with
investing into new technologies.
“Over just a few short years, cloud and
cognitive computing solutions have transformed
digital service delivery and helped unlock more
value from data,” says Sandra Atkins-Sadler,
CFO, IBM South Africa. “Technologies are
destined to go obsolete ever more quickly –
increasing pressure on organisations to balance
both the need to maintain a competitive edge
and manage budgets.”

while leveraging financing to sell more
effectively.
“We see our role as a sales enabler for
ourselves, our community and the channel,”
says Bell. “It helps the channel to sell product
using the benefits we bring, protects their
margin, and increases their sales and
stickiness with the customer. It gives them
a strong position from which they can
show customers how they have a strategic
relationship with us and can leverage it to
benefit the customer.”

Funding transformation

Dell also has programmes that help the
channel evolve into new roles and spaces.
Many companies are looking to the service
provider model – owning the technology
and offering the services like a provider or
integrator.
“The channel then becomes our customer,”
adds Bell. “They take our products and offer
them as a service to the customer. However,
they don’t want to pay upfront and then
wait for the revenue so our finance
products help them drive that
service within these constraints.”
Lenovo believes that its finance
solutions lower the barrier to
entry, giving channel players the
opportunity to take advantage of
shorter sales cycles supported by
customised value offerings. This
allows the channel to be more
prepared and adaptable to customer
challenges and demands. These
subsidised finance options make
the investment decision far easier.
Clients can maximise available
budgets, deploy needed equipment
immediately, maintain existing
cashflow and rely less on in-house IT resources.
Technology’s rate of change remains
central to the conversations around the
vendor financing models on offer. These
solutions are tailored to provide a foundation
from which the channel can springboard new
technologies and solutions while minimising
risk. By enabling customers to acquire
the right technology at the right time, the
vendors are making the playing field more
accessible for everyone, and, ultimately
benefitting their own bottom line as much as
that of the channel.
“We want our clients to be successful and
work with them to optimise their cash flow.
The idea with such a structure is to eliminate
the traditional approach of purchasing major
technology outright and then being forced
to sweat the assets in order to ensure return
on investment while being left behind by
technology’s constant evolution,” concludes
Atkins-Sadler.

“Technology’s rate of
change remains central to
the conversations around
the vendor financing models
on offer.”
Sandra Atkins-Sadler, IBM South Africa

Where’s the benefit?

The finance packages on offer from vendors
vary dependent on market, customer and
need, but overall, their goal is to benefit both
the vendor and the channel. So, the question
being asked is, how do these solutions assist
the channel players and the clients?
“We help businesses to capture new
opportunities and accelerate their
transformation while protecting them from
rapid obsolescence,” says Atkins-Sadler. “We
look at the specific requirements of each
business and offer them tailored, competitive
rates and defer upfront payments when
creating private, public or hybrid clouds or
cognitive and analytics solutions. We enable
businesses to conserve their cash as they
acquire the cognitive and analytics solutions
they need. We even finance new mobile
initiatives and integrate social capabilities.”
Dell’s financing options are structured to
help the channel take products to market,
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7 steps to building a

go-to-market strategy
BY Rodney Weidemann | ILLUSTRATION BY Zack Hoosen

Building your go-to-market strategy is crucial. Creating a detailed, believable plan helps
you to determine what you’re selling, to whom, how you’ll do it and how you can make the
product known.

1
Decide on a target market

The critical first step lies in understanding your own business goals, as only you
will know what resources are available to invest in your strategy, and also what
you want to achieve (and what’s realistic) in the short- to-medium term. You
need to determine whether you’re targeting an existing captive customer base,
or trying to open up a new market. It’s also important to understand both your
product or service offering and your competition — if there’s a market segment
they’re not addressing, and your offering can do this, it’s probably worthwhile
targeting. And, do your research properly, because a one-size-fits-all approach
seldom works.

5

4
Get your message out

It’s best to customise your message and highlight your value propositions, using
specific campaigns developed to reach your chosen target market. Getting your
message out requires a multifaceted strategy that incorporates a range of
channels, which could include above- and below-the-line marketing in both
online and traditional media, as well as the various social media platforms. It
may also be possible to work with a key vendor partner to develop specific
initiatives together to showcase your technologies or services. Another good
way of raising awareness is to undertake live demonstrations of the technology,
which also enables face-to-face communication with potential customers.
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Focus on a key market

Depending on the specificity of your product or service, it’s possible you can
target multiple markets. Alternatively, many businesses tend to want to provide
their offering to a single target market or vertical — to create the right
experience and build a good foundation, or perhaps leverage existing
experience or industry connections. It’s also advisable to focus on a single
market initially, because you can potentially build further new revenue streams
by offering customers additional related products or services.

toolkit

2
Determine the value proposition

Once you’ve decided on the specific segment of the market you want to
address, build, define and refine your value proposition accordingly. It needs to
be of relevance and benefit to the target market, and within a realistic price
spectrum. Ideally, you should have a USP (unique selling proposition) so that
your business offers some sort of differentiator to the market — be that price,
return on investment, exclusive products, rare skills or the ability to add more
value to the bottom-line by increasing revenue and decreasing costs.

6
Time to buddy up

By partnering with a company that has strengths in another market or a related
offering, and a complementary outlook to your own, it’s also possible to look at
other markets or go deeper with your clients. The right partnership is key to
success here. A good partner model offers a ‘win-win’ situation to both parties,
where it’s not just about margins and profits, but also about the ability to
provide solutions that add value to the client base.

3
How will you reach the market?

Trusted personal recommendation is very powerful, however — and depending
on your value proposition — advertising and marketing are probably key to
raising awareness of your business with your target market. For some
businesses, it may be more about targeting specific prospective clients and
showcasing your offering to them; from there you can develop one-on-one,
long-term and sustainable relationships. True understanding of your target
market will determine the best approach to take. If, for example, your value
proposition is volume-based and offered on a large scale, then above-the-line
advertising and marketing will likely be key tools to reach the target audience. If
the value proposition is more niche, focusing towards the enterprise or B2B
space, customer relationship building is probably more important.

7
Keep your eyes on the prize

In a fast-evolving industry like tech, it’s vital to keep an eye on how your
offering fits within longer term trends. The last thing you want is to get caught a
few years down the line stuck with a warehouse of irrelevant products or trying
to sell services no one needs anymore. Understanding how the industry is
evolving requires you to constantly take in new information from publications
and the internet, and to understand how forthcoming trends impact what you
do. Your business can also align with your technology partners to carry out
research and development projects that benefit you both. And don’t forget, your
customer base will often keep you honest in this regard, with specific requests
that can be more broadly applicable to the rest of your potential market.
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Just the
beginning

M ariana
Kr u g e r ,
MTN Business

Talk of the concept and applications of the Internet of
Things has been around for a number of years, but
what is the reality on the ground in South Africa?
by Adam Oxford
PHOTOGRAPHY Mike Turner

H

umanity finds itself divided over the
simplest of things: religion, land, politics,
teabags or loose leaves, spaces or tabs.
There’s one thing that we’re good at doing
collectively, however: generating data. So much
data, in fact, that we’re getting rather blasé
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about it. A few years ago, every awe-inspiring
presentation cited statistics about just how
much content we create and the growth of
data – today, even the most improbably large
numbers barely raise an eyebrow.
It is, according to Wikipedia, coming up
for two decades since the term Internet of
Things (IoT) was ushered into being by tech
entrepreneur and MIT alumni Kevin Ashton.
It’s also 12 years since Adam Greenfield
published his seminal Everyware documenting
the rise of connected devices.
Yet according to Gartner’s latest technology
hype cycle for Africa, IoT in our lands has only
just crossed the ‘peak of inflated expectations’

and is still sliding its way into the ‘trough of
disillusionment’.
And therein lies the conundrum of IoT. It
feels as though it’s been around forever, yet
we still don’t really understand it. To try to get
to grips with the subject and figure out what
the channel should be doing about it, The
Margin convened a roundtable of some senior
figures in the local industry. It led to some
of the most vigorous debates The Margin’s
boardroom has seen yet.

What does it actually mean?

One of the challenges around understanding
IoT for the layperson is that the term itself is
so broadly defined. It’s commonly used in the
tech and trade press to describe everything
from fitness bands to industrial control
systems – has it become so ubiquitous that it
has essentially lost its meaning?
There was fair representation around
the table for both points of view. In general,
however, the feeling was that while it’s a
useful term for the industry, it has little value
for customers.
“It’s important that you give it a name,”
says Mariana Kruger, general manager for ICT
solutions at MTN Business. “Because then we
come up with solutions that are based in it. But
it’s what we do with it that’s most important.”
Anton Herbst, head of group strategy at
Tarsus Technology, agrees. “If we go out with
an IoT discussion, we’ll lose half our audience,
they won’t know what we’re talking about. If
I can’t bring them a technology that will solve
their problems, they won’t care whether we
call it IoT or whatever.”
Internet Solutions’ senior engineer: R&D
Roger Hislop compares the discussion around
IoT to the cloud 10 years ago, and says that

targeting communication was key to
understanding.
“Cloud was the term everyone
hated for a while,” Hislop says. “It
was over-used and everything was
cloud-washed. We know what we’re
talking about, but when we talk to
specific customers, we must talk
about wireless sensors, batteryLionel Dartnall, Westcon
powered actuators and so on – we
must keep the term for people who
different people who have to come together
understand it.”
to make IoT work.”
“I carry the name, literally, on my business
This doesn’t help with confusion in the
card,” adds IoT.nxt chief sales officer Andre
market, Du Toit adds. “I’ve had customers ask me
Straus. “But in terms of the wider industry,
for ‘10 IoTs, please’.”
it’s not being called IoT, it’s called digital
Despite appearance, “the movement
transformation. The adoption rate is 100 times
through the hype cycle has be a lot faster
what it was a year ago, but the projects aren’t
than with other things,” says Patrick Shields,
called IoT projects.”
CTO for Software AG in Africa. “And we’re still
Despite the rapid adoption of IoT that
on the upswing here in South Africa. We’re
Straus has witnessed, however, his overall
finding critical mass through the outcomes
analysis chimes with the Gartner perspective.
where things are coming together. Hype
“Nothing is happening in the market at
cycles look at products, but it’s not clear if IoT
home yet,” he says, citing IoT.nxt’s experiences
is a product, a technology or a trend. IoT is a
abroad. “And when it does happen, it’ll be the
collection of capabilities, outcomes and use
telcos that drive it. What will it look like in two
cases, and they will be different for Africa than
years? The telcos will own a lot of it via the
for Europe, America or Asia-Pacific. IoT is one
networks, then there’s the cloud where the
of those capabilities that causes a lot of other
giants play. Smart edge is one of the biggest
things to have meaning.”
opportunities, though, it’s not going to be
sensors that plug straight into the cloud, there
Is it a good story to sell?
will be a core component of edge processing
Following on from the language of IoT comes
tech that doesn’t exist anywhere in the world
the difficulty in market perceptions. Is there a
at the moment.”
good story to tell around it that customers can
This complexity is perhaps why the Gartner
hang on to?
analysis might be strange at first.
“A lot of the pilot projects haven’t yielded
“The hype cycle for IoT is not a traditional
the return expected,” admits MTN’s Kruger.
one,” says apps and infrastructure solution
“But that’s because we’re still stuck in the
specialist at Microsoft, Alain du Toit. “From
old model of taking a product out there and
an industry point of view, there are so many

“All companies want
something to be automated,
for example, they just
don’t know who to start
speaking to.”

P atric k
S h i e lds ,
Software AG

A lain
d u T o it,
Microsoft
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Emerging
technologies
offer new
opportunities
for solutions
integrators
According to Research and Markets,
the global managed services market
is expected to grow from just over
$152 billion this year to nearly $258
billion by 2022. While the demand for
managed services has never been
higher, emerging trends are impacting
on the value service providers can
offer their customers.
With a number of new
technologies becoming essential to
competitiveness, Solutions integrators
will have to ensure that they not only
incorporate these into their offering,
but stay ahead of skills requirements,
says Melao Mashale, General Manager:
Enterprise Innovation at MTN
Business. “IoT and artificial intelligence
are just two of the technologies that
companies of all sizes are trying to
incorporate into their operations in
order to gain the competitive edge.
Similarly, service providers that aren’t
on top of these trends – and have the
skills to accommodate them – will fall
behind their competitors.”
IoT devices are rapidly being
adopted to measure everything,
from temperature to the location
of assets. These devices must
constantly maintain connection and
authentication to achieve an efficient
and safe flow of information, and
that information must be analysed.
Historically, these types of end points
were managed by physical security
teams, or by logistics personnel, and
the analysis of data was conducted by
a separate department.
Mashale says today’s IoT devices
require a solutions integrations team
to manage the device’s connectivity,
permissions, and status. Like any
networked device, these devices need

Melao Mashale,
General Manager:
Enterprise
Innovation,

controls to ensure their level of access
matches the least privilege practice.
Security is therefore an important
consideration for service providers,
he says.
“In today’s connected world, security
must be the foremost consideration
for any business. With technologies
like IoT expanding the risk profile of
companies, Solutions integrators will
have to continuously develop their
security offerings. Security is not only
dependent on the security solutions
in place but also on the overall IT
environment and how it’s set up to both
defend and recover against attacks.”
In fact, Mashale points out that
IoT is one of the biggest potential
growth areas for solutions integrators.
A recent industry paper by 151
Advisors states: “The real value in IoT
will stem from actionable intelligence
gained from IoT data. Point-topoint solutions (fleet tracking, tank
monitoring) are providing clear-cut
positive ROIs… right now so many
companies are deploying these, but
there are still a lot of companies that
haven’t scratched the surface.”
In light of this, service providers are
uniquely positioned to help companies
make the most of the technology,
he says. “IoT is a growing field that’s
creating a convergence of technology
disciplines. As it expands to meet
the needs of industry, solutions
integrators have an opportunity
to specialise and research better
ways to manage IoT devices and
ensure they’re under their control,
and return value, and not risk to any
environment.”
In addition, the meteoric rise
of cloud computing has altered

purchasing decisions and changed
how solutions are delivered.
This shift has already presented
new opportunities for solutions
integrators, and with emerging trends
such as IoT running in parallel, these
will only increase, Mashale says.
IT budget constraints for installation
and implementation of required
hardware and software, limited IT
support to manage and support
managed services, and the need for
greater scalability are major factors
driving the adoption of cloud managed
services, according to Research and
Markets. “Add to that the additional
infrastructure and support required by
new technologies, and it’s clear that
solutions integrators have a chance to
create even closer partnerships with
customers and open new avenues for
growth,” Mashale says.
“Market disrupting forces outside
of solutions integrators’ control – like
‘bring your own device’ and Software
as a Service in the past – have
historically changed how service
providers operate and the solutions
they offer. Today’s emerging trends
are once again leading to that kind of
change. For most businesses, it takes
a tremendous amount of concerted
effort to retool for new strategies and
to hire and train staff to support these
new trends. Solutions integrators have
an opportunity to fill those gaps, not
only providing added value, but offering
enhanced and future-proof solutions,”
he concludes.
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A ndr e
S tra u s ,

P at h izw e
M alinga ,
SqwidNet

IoT.nxt

selling and then being surprised when it
doesn’t work. We need to try lots of different
things. There are success stories out there.”
Kruger cites MTN’s anti-poaching programme
in Welgevonden Game Reserve, in which rhinos
have been fitted with smart collars that can
detect nearby poachers with 86% accuracy.
“Today in South Africa as a whole, you have
a 3% chance of being detected and caught.
This can make a phenomenal difference, but
the underlying tech is the same as at my office
or my house.”
Juan Paul Gough, head of solutions sales at
Mustek, thinks the challenge is relating that
kind of story to the technology.
“People see that rhino poaching has gone
down because of a special collar,” he says, “not
because of IoT.”

“There are lots of good stories in the media,”
says SqwidNet’s acting CEO Pathizwe Malinga.
“But, it’s the details of the plumbing that’s
hidden. We don’t talk about how insurance
companies are improving driving or reporting
potholes, just that they are.”
The challenge for the channel, Malinga
continues, is that it needs to communicate the
value of technology services in a new way.
“IT just died,” he says. “What customers need
is not more information, which is what IoT is
selling them, they need the ability to make
decisions and draw wisdom from data. We
need machines to provide insights from data
so that humans can make decisions. It’s like my
GPS when I drive home; it will tell me which
routes are congested, but I’ll make the final
decision about which way to drive. The channel
is still selling information as just information.
We need them to start getting more involved

with the cloud, and understanding what their
customers need from it.”

Clearing hurdles

Two essential obstacles were identified.
Firstly, there’s a lack of device availability –
certainly at affordable prices – in the channel.
Secondly, IoT solutions may need a new
approach to sales in which traditional ROI is
secondary, and that’s a tough thing to learn.
For the distributors at the table, IoT is a
chicken-and-egg situation. Without their supply
chain, solutions will remain more expensive than
they should be, but with demand for IoT still low,
is it fair to ask them to shoulder the risk?
“You have to package it together,” says
Mustek’s Gough. “You have to build a solution
that tackles issue X in health, or issue Y in
manufacturing and give us an opportunity to
do the supply chain management.”

Roger
Hisl o p ,
Internet
Solutions

V al M o o dl e y ,
BT Africa
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ADVERTORIAL

by Andries Janse van Rensburg
Ruckus Channel Manager
Sub-Saharan Africa at Westcon-Comstor

ARE YOU REALLY TAKING ADVANTAGE
OF THE WI-FI REVOLUTION?
Wi-Fi voice and video calls, location-based services and
push notifications, free Wi-Fi hotspots and on-demand television, are just a few factors driving the rapid development
of, and investment in, more robust and cost effective Wi-Fi
solutions. This is all driven in part by an enterprise need to
drive productivity and the consumer that needs to be
constantly connected to Wi-Fi.
It is against this backdrop that Westcon-Comstor has created
a portfolio of Wi-Fi solutions that are able to assist across a
wide spectrum of connectivity and communication needs,
the goal of which is to support the reseller, no matter the
end-user need.
This pertains to whether the demand for Wi-Fi is being driven
by the consumerism of IT, or to assist overloaded mobile
operators who are trying to push data requirements off
of their already congested networks, onto local Wi-Fi networks – while they catch up with users bandwidth needs.

Shifting technology
Working with our partners, we are seeing a dramatic shift
around the application of Wi-Fi. The days that these devices
were procured simply for “connectivity” are long gone. The
needs of a smarter user requires advanced application. This
is translating into Wi-Fi solutions that extend beyond the
hardware and into software, the management and monitoring
of usage, and ultimately analytics to support a greater understanding of the data from the Wi-Fi network.
In order to cater for these rapid changes, our vendors need

to do more than just stay abreast of the curve, they also
need to innovate and lead. This means that they need to
support industry standards, address privacy and security
concerns, all the while working on better speeds and feeds
for superior connectivity. This is no easy feat when the
application itself is evolving faster than the technology to
support it.

The role of your channel
Word from our partners is that the consumerisation of IT is
driving the corporate application to the device much quicker
than ever anticipated and new tech, such as IoT, is making
the need for Wi-Fi near ubiquitous. Simply put, it needs to
be everywhere the end-user needs / wants it to be. This is
presenting a huge opportunity for the channel, but in the
same breath, resellers need to stay ahead of the technology
just as much as the vendors do.
Our role is no less simple, as a value added distributor we
need to work with our resellers to identify the best use case
for the customer, match this to a technology – irrespective
of vendor – and then add layers of value that enable the
partner to best unpack the usefulness of the end-product.
The full remit of this value-add needs to extend to not just
pre-sales support in technology selection, or the logistics
required around product delivery, but should also cover
training, technical support and cross border delivery.

Wi-Fi with Westcon-Comstor
You could argue that networking itself is part of our very
DNA. Much of our success over the years can be hinged
on the diversity of the networking solutions we support, of
which Wi-Fi is a very large component. Westcon-Comstor
brings our resellers solutions from leading vendors.
No matter what vendor solution you choose, the reality is
that the application is what is driving the next wave of
Wi-Fi, namely Wi-Fi personalisation. As we see more people,
more devices and more bandwidth in more places, we will
see seamless connectivity from the mobile network to the
Wi-Fi hotspot. It is our role as an industry to ensure that we
build, sell, implement and support solutions that are
future-ready.
For more information contact:
Andries Janse van Rensburg
on Andries.JanseVanRensburg@westcon.com
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The demand is out there, adds weston’s
pre-sales manager for Sub Saharan Africa,
lionel dartnall. “we have this discussion
with partners every day. All companies want
something to be automated, for example, they
just don’t know who to start speaking to. If
there’s a business case someone puts together
and I can start bringing devices in, I’d love to
have those conversations.”
That may change, says Val moodley, head
of strategic partnerships at BT Africa. “we’re
learning to write better use cases, to understand
the pain points we’re trying to solve.”
Typically, adds microsoft’s du Toit, IoT
solutions fail because they’re sold on the basis
of traditional rOI, when what they actually
provide is efficiencies that aren’t measured in
the same way.
“Companies see the rands and cents,
not the long-term benefit,” du Toit says. “A
lot of them are not mature enough in their
decision-making process. we need to focus
on how we can help people. That changes the
conversation entirely.”
In that sense, says Internet Solutions’ Hislop,
IoT is an incredible opportunity for the channel.
“Cloud stuffed up a lot of the channel,
because things they used to integrate are
now available on demand,” Hislop says. “for
the first time in a long time, IoT gives them
the opportunity to do something different.
devices are easy, but idiosyncratic. I’ve used
the hardware extensively and every device
and network is different. every payload
encoding, every way the network reports
availability. device manufacturers aren’t keen
to settle on common schemas, and this is all
an opportunity for resellers.
“we need to make sure IoT technologies
are applicable. every hospital has aircon to
automate, every farm has soil to check with
sensors or trucks to track. you don’t need to
be a retail specialist to be playing in IoT, as
long as you’re a specialist in a horizontal or
vertical.”
“from a channel perspective,” says IoT.nxt’s
Straus, “we believe that one of the disruptors
will be when you get vertical and horizontal
specialists coming together. It’s been tough

until now, because everything is in deep
niches, and the channel has been used to
doing product sales.”
“Are we really an ecosystem?” asks Jeremy
potgieter, SAdC regional head for eseye.
“we’re all competitive, but it does require
us to sit down and talk about availability of

JeReMy
PoTGIeTeR,
Eseye

devices and standardisations, to talk about the
integrated ApIs.”
“In our industry, we’ve got used to doing
everything ourselves,” says BT’s moodley.
“we’re going to have to partner with people,
lots of people, and learn to share margins and
profit.”

LIoNeL
D
T NPAALuLL,
J uAAR N
G o u G h , Mustek
Westcon
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ICT and beyond
from humble beginnings selling refurbished computers, the
rani brothers have grown Silulo Ulutho Technologies so that
it’s now on course to have 100 ICT training facilities across
the country by 2020.
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LoNWABo
RANI,
Siilulo Ulutho
Technologies

by Simon Foulds
photography supplied

L

ittle did Lonwabo Rani realise when he
sold his first few refurbished computers
that it would set him and his brother
Luvuyo on a journey, which would result in the
building of a business empire. Simultaneously,
they would help in upskilling thousands
across South Africa and set the foundation
to potentially help millions in the rest of the
SADC region.
Education plays a key role in the story of
these two entrepreneurial brothers.
“My brother (Luvuyo) was a teacher in
Khayelitsha,” says Lonwabo Rani, “and I was
bored with my job at the time, so I asked
a local businessman if I could work for him
selling refurbished computers. Outcomesbased teaching was being introduced so we
targeted teachers, assuming they would
then utilise these computers in their teaching
preparations.”
What followed wasn’t quite what the
brothers had anticipated. Teachers kept
phoning the brothers complaining that the
computers weren’t working. It soon became
apparent the problem wasn’t with the
computers, but with the teachers, who didn’t
know how to operate the PCs properly.
It was impractical for the brothers to visit
each teacher individually to provide training,
and so space was rented at a local shopping
centre, which meant the teachers could be
trained in groups.
The problem was teachers could only
attend after school or on Saturday mornings.
There can be few businesses that can
successfully operate part-time. And so, when
the teachers weren’t being trained, the
premises doubled up to allow community
members to make photocopies, print
documents and send emails. “We realised
there wasn’t an internet café in the area and
we were best suited to provide this service,”
adds Rani. “In the mornings, we operated an
internet café and in the afternoons, we turned
it into a computer training centre for teachers.”

Before the brothers had changed their
business model to accommodate both
markets, residents had to take public
transport from Khayelitsha to Cape Town to
access such services.
As residents started to realise the
importance and opportunities offered by IT,
the Rani brothers identified the need to offer
training to the wider community as well as
the teachers. The training facility started to
take on a life of its own, and Silulo Ulutho
Technologies was formed in 2004. “It wasn’t
our original intention to do this; we naturally
fell into this business,” says Rani.
Today, Silulo Ulutho offers ICT-related
courses and is accredited through the relevant
ICT sector SETAs. Rani says the company is
considering introducing business courses to
complement the existing courses on offer.

start expanding the concept into the rest of
the SADC countries.”

Empowering others

With the business growing at pace, the
brothers have also been able to follow up
on a dream they had 10 years ago — to help
grow entrepreneurship in the areas in which
the company operates. The Silulo Business
Incubation Centre, situated halfway between
Khayelitsha and Mitchells Plain, opened this
year. “It’s about offering business services to
small businesses in the area and mentoring
them in growing their relevant operations,”
says Rani.
The plan is to have 10 similar hubs around
South Africa by 2025.
Asked if they’ve had government involvement
and support, he says: “We’ve showcased
our work to potential government
stakeholders, and if we get their
support in our business venture,
then that would be wonderful; if not,
we’ll still carry on expanding into
areas where we can make a positive
impact on our student’s futures.”
As Rani says, the business hasn’t
relied on government support,
despite the central premise neatly
tying into key government ambitions
to help uplift communities, improve
digital literacy and encourage SME growth.
The brothers, with their partners and
stakeholders, have set about growing the
business from, as they describe it, the bottom
up. The vision, Rani says, is empowering
people through small beginnings. Key to
the company’s growth is the fact that the
company also employs former students
as consultants with the aim of enabling
them to become franchise owners of their
own training facility. It's job creation and
empowerment at its finest.
Education, skills development and access
to technology are key enablers in building
the country’s economic fortunes and the Rani
brothers believe they’re making a difference
in the lives of the students who’ve progressed
through the training facilities. The Margin
salutes their achievements.

“In the mornings we
operated an internet café and
in the afternoons we turned
it into a computer training
centre for teachers.”
Lonwabo Rani
To date, 35 000 students have passed through
the doors of the training facilities, and Rani says
approximately 80% of its students are female.

Regional growth

Originally from the Eastern Cape, the brothers
realised a lot of the students coming to their
training facilities were actually from that
region too. In 2012, they opened a branch in
the province, and it’s currently the company’s
biggest region, with 27 training facilities
located there. The Western Cape is home to
18. But the brothers aren’t done yet.
“We’re looking at opening a franchise
in Soweto this year and then in 2019, we
envisage expanding in parallel through both
Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal,” says Rani.
“Our aim is to have 100 training facilities
throughout the country by 2020; then we can
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Channel excellence
piCtUreS: Andrew SwArTS

partner

awards

Dell eMC honours top African partners

Taking the opportunity to recognise the achievements of its partners, at its Africa partner Summit,
dell emC hosted its inaugural annual African awards ceremony in Cape Town. The awards were divided
into three regions – north west Africa, Central east Africa and SAdC.

winners

Server partner of
the year, SADC –
Digital Generation

Client solutions
partners of the
year, SADC –
Netsurit

Storage partner of the year, SADC – Datacentrix

(left to right)
Regional
distributor of
the year, SADC
– Pinnacle;
and Regional
distributor
of the year,
Central east
Africa –
Mitsumi

Go big, win big net new business, SADC –
Dimension Data

extraordinary partner of the year, SADC –
Complete enterprise Solutions

other winners (not pictured)
Client solutions partners of the year,
north west Africa – orsima

go big, win big net new business,
north west Africa – INeoS

Client solutions partners of the year,
Central east Africa – Computer
Connections Tanzania

go big, win big net new business,
Central east Africa – SyBL uganda

Server partner of the year, north
west Africa – orsima
Server partner of the year, Central
east Africa – IPMC Ghana
Storage partner of the year, north
west Africa – CBI

extraordinary partner of the year,
north west Africa – INeoS
extraordinary partner of the year,
Central east Africa – IPMC Ghana
regional distributor of the year, north
west Africa – Disway Morocco

Storage of the year, Central east
Africa – SyBL uganda
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Keeping you up to date with some recent industry appointments.

Compiled by AdrIAn HInCHClIffe And SImOn fOUldS photography VArIOUS

Dell’s new channel chief

Cisco SSA hires new GM

Van Coller joins eoh

SuSe appoints country
manager

Westcon's new marketing lead

ADC gets new Coo

dell emC South Africa has appointed Brad pulford
as its new Channel and distribution lead. pulford,
who has been with dell emC for over a decade,
will oversee dell emC’s local and regional channel
relationships as well as focus on the distribution
and retail markets.
“I’m very optimistic about what lies ahead and
to lead a very important part of our business.
It’s a critical component to dell emC’s plans.
The value the channel brings to our customers
through skills, IT capability, services, coverage
and supply chain management is very important
to the transformation of customers,” he says.

grant Bennett has been appointed as country
manager for SUSe South Africa and Sub Saharan
Africa. Bennett takes over from matthew lee
who, after seven years at the helm, moves to
focus on the SUSe ISV/HSV business as Cloud
and Strategic Alliances manager.
Having been involved in the technology
sector for 18 years, Bennett brings a wealth of
knowledge and insight into the dynamics and
strategies required. He has held various sales
leadership positions in the industry and his
background at SAp will also ensure that SUSe
continues to build its partner and ecosystem
business.

Having joined Cisco in 2007, Clayton naidoo has
been promoted to the position of gm for Cisco
Sub Saharan Africa. naidoo will oversee the
implementation of Cisco’s strategy in the region, as
well as developing strategic relationships across
the entire ecosystem.
“Being able to make an internal appointment
is in line with Cisco’s philosophy to grow and
recognise talent. It’s also credit to Clayton’s
broad understanding and experience at Cisco
having previously managed channel, sales and
the public sector portfolio,” says david meads, Vp
for Africa and middle east.

westcon-Comstor Sub Saharan Africa has hired
Saartjie wait as its new marketing and digital
experience director for the region.
wait is responsible for developing and
growing the westcon-Comstor brand, helping
to mobilise vendor and partner engagements
and sales, and driving the business into digital
distribution and logistics.
“As a business, we’re in a core growth phase
in the region, following the realignment of our
African business, making it critical that we
provide our partners with improved insight into
the unique brand of value-added distribution we
bring to the table,” says rakesh parbhoo, CeO at
westcon-Comstor Sub-Saharan Africa.

The eOH group has appointed Stephen van
Coller as group CeO. He joins eOH after leaving
mTn, where he served most recently as Vp of
digital services, data analytics and business
development.
eOH says the appointment of Van Coller
follows the announcement of its new strategy
to reconfigure the group into two distinct and
independent businesses, namely eOH (to be
headed by rob godlonton) and nexTeC (headed
by zunaid mayet).

liquid Telecom group’s Africa data Centres (AdC)
has named Stephane duproz as its new chief
operating officer (COO). launched in 2018, AdC
has been established to address the growing
demand for cloud storage and datacentre
services in Africa.
duproz will oversee the commercial and
operational development of AdC’s four
existing datacentre facilities in Johannesburg,
nairobi, Cape Town and Harare. He will also be
responsible for driving the expansion of AdC’s
network of datacentres across the continent
and growing AdC’s customer base of local and
international cloud providers, carriers and
enterprises.
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closing
thoughts

Securing SMes
Opportunities exist for reseller partners to
mitigate cyber-risk for SME customers.

By DoRoS hADJIZeNoNoS, regIOnAl SAleS dIreCTOr, fOrTIneT SOUTHern AfrICA

D

igital transformation is occurring
across all industries as organisations
adapt to meet changing consumer
demands and the need for a more mobile
workforce. while this trend is often associated
with larger enterprises, it has actually been
just as pervasive with small and medium-sized
enterprises (Smes).
Smes are increasing their daily use of
technology in order to innovate, increase
speed to market, remain competitive and
improve efficiency. Technology use allows these
companies to expand their business reach and
capabilities into new regions where budget or
staffing restrictions may not have previously
allowed. As a result, technology has become
critical across all lines of business – not just IT.
Smes are investing in the cloud and cloudbased applications due to their scalability,
lower upfront infrastructure costs, and support
of a mobile workforce and customer base.

Cyber-risks for SMEs

while these technology investments bring
many benefits to Smes, they aren’t without
risk. Adding such solutions to the stack
increases the attack surface at a time when
cyber-attacks are becoming faster, more
sophisticated and persistent. for Smes,
a cyber-attack is a high-stakes situation;
according to the US national Cyber Security
Alliance, 60% of small businesses close within
six months of a breach.
As organisations add technical capabilities,
they have to be aware of – and take steps
to mitigate – threats such as ransomware,
distributed denial of Service attacks, malware,
phishing and insider threats. Sme leaders are
increasingly aware of such risks, and are taking
steps to invest further in security and minimise
their susceptibility to cyber-attacks, with 25%
of small businesses and 62% of mid-market
businesses noting intentions to increase their
security budgets. The challenge they face is to
determine where the most effective place to
invest those limited security rands is.

Why cyber-criminals target SMEs

Smes’ concerns regarding cyber-attacks
are warranted, especially as Verizon’s 2018
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data Breach Investigations report found
that 58% of all breaches in the past year
occurred at small businesses – exceeding
those at large corporations. Cyber-criminals
have zeroed in on these organisations as a
focus area for three key reasons:
They have data
It’s easy for smaller organisations to think
they won’t be targeted with a cyber-attack
because of their size, especially considering
most breaches in headlines are at large

might be relying on legacy systems that are
no longer supported with regular updates, or
that can’t share threat intelligence in order to
identify and respond to threats at the digital
speeds today’s attacks require. while larger
enterprises can hire full teams to support
cyber-security initiatives, Smes simply lack the
budget. This makes it easier for cyber-criminals
to bypass more basic controls to gain access.
They have less training
finally, Smes often don’t have the same level
of training or awareness of cyberrisks. for example, only 40% of
Smes have formal protocols in place
in the event of a breach and 42%
are unsure which security measures
they should have in place for cloud
use. Security professionals working
inhouse at larger enterprises can
provide this insight; the cybersecurity skills gap has priced many smaller
companies out of this possibility.

“The challenge they face is to
determine where the most
effective place to invest those
limited security rands is.”
corporations. However, many Smes store
data that’s just as valuable to cyber-criminals
as that of larger companies – be it payment
information, healthcare records, or other
personally identifiable information. Having
this information makes Smes viable targets
for attack. furthermore, because this
data is so critical to operations, smaller
businesses are more likely to pay a ransom
to get this information back in the event of a
ransomware attack.
They’re less well protected
while Smes have much valuable information,
they typically have fewer security controls
in place than their larger counterparts, or

The opportunity for partners

The Sme market is actively seeking to
increase its level of cyber-security, and needs
knowledgeable, reliable partners to help
evaluate their security requirements and
determine which controls they need to invest
in to maximise the value of the limited budget
they have to spend. Channel partners can
assist these organisations in finding the right
level of security for their individual needs to
keep them from suffering a data breach, while
harnessing the benefits of new technologies
to grow their digital business.

